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Research Question 

Might philosophy and religion be used as a vehicle for better 
art history teaching and learning? 

Chapter Organisation 

1. Introduction 

What are faith and reason? 

Purpose of th esis. Justification of choice of topic . Research questions to be 

answered. 1v[y own interest in the topic. 

2. Philosophy and religion in context 

f<'aith and reason in context with the Renaissance. Description and 

analysis of key themes and examples of key works from ancient Greece 

and the }.fiddle Ages. (Faith and reason applied to key works) . 

3. How philosophy and religion influenced the Renaissance's art. 

4. How do selected works illustrate the influence of philosophy and religion 

in Renaissance art? 

A n in-depth analysis of major art works from eigh t key artists, explaining 

how examining faith and reason in Renaissance art can act as inspiration for 

teaching and learning. 
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Chosen artists and att works: 

Giotto 
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Fiero della Francesca 

Botticelli 

Leonardo da Vinci 
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Raphael 

Holbein 
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1305 

1425 
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5. How can philosophy and religion be used as a vehicle for better att history 

teaching and learning? 

How can I teach :-ibout philosophy and religion in selected Renaissance 

art works? 

Effective approaches to teach and learn about philosophy and religion in 

Renaissance i\rt. 
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ABSTRA.CT 

Consisting of two parts, an epistemic and pedagogic, this thesis is designed for 
teaching and learning about philosophy and religion using art history. By studying 
philosophy and religion in art works a student might be led to gaining a better 
understanding about faith and reason and by studying the philosophical and religious 

componants a teacher might gain a better focus on art history teaching and learning 

in general. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this thesis is to investigate the ideologies of faith and reason in 

Renaissance art works with the purpose of teaching adults: Might philosopf!J, and 

religion be If.red as a vehicle fo r better art histo,y teaching and learning? 

The first aspect is to define what is meant by faith and reason. 

Faith - by definition has changed over the millennia which has led to ambiguities. 

Today the word can be applied to a deep belief in almost anything, " faith within a 

marriage", "haYc faith in a boat as you navigate a difficult patch of water", "signing 

a letter : Yours faithfully". Freeman (2005) says faith is a trust in something which 

cannot be seen, or a belief in promises made by God, or a declaration of loyalty. 

\Vhatever the definition, continues Freeman (2005), faith usually means a belief in 

something w hich cannot be proved by rati onal thought. Collins Dictionary (1987) 

defines 'faith' as a: ·~·/rotig or umhakeable belief i11 something. esp. witholft proof", and it 

is in these contexts the word is applied th roughout this thesis. The definiti on is 

supported by the E nlightenment's thinker Voltaire's (1694-1 778) fa m ous quote: 

"faith consists o/ believing what our reason ca11110I comprehend." 

Reason - Descartes (1596-1650), another influential E nlightenment thinker, said : 

"Cogito ergo sum" ("I think therefore I am") confirming his confidence in mankind's 

ability to think and reason to solve its problems and discover nature's secrets. Collins 

Dictionary (1987) interprets the word 'reason': "an intellectual pursuit of rational thought 

and truth through empin"cal enquiry a11d logic". 

Hodges (1993) terms 'faith' as 'theism': the belief in an omnipotent God on whom 

all things depend; and 'reason' as 'secularism': a predictable pattern in life that human 

reason, aided by the tools of science and maths, can unravel. Theism and faith 

comprises the "magic and m ystery" component of this thesis' title, and secularism 
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and reason the "truth" part. 

Faith and reason are, therefore, opposite ideologies and one of the aims of this 

thes is is to make adult learn ers aware that the two have existed at the heart of 

culture the world over from the dawn o f civilization and that the acquiescence a 

society implements to faith and reason may decide the outcome of its culture. To 

the Greeks, for example, reason was an impor tant componant in solving problems. 

Their culture was very different from European 1v1iddle Ages culture whose exponants 

tried to find answers to their problems through religion. 

For millions o f people faith in God is their raison de eh"e. Through their faith they 

h ope to unravel the tran scendentalism of existence. There is much that cannot be 

comprehended in the cosmos, for example the complexity of the macrocosm and 

microcosm, the creation of the universe and life on earth, or the existence of an 

after life . From the cradle of civilization p eople have had a yearning to explain the 

un explained and to com e to terms with these enigmas. Many people before and 

during the Renaissance, and today, placed and continue to place their faith in God 

for hope, others aligned themselves \Vith reason and science believing that eventuall y 

research and empirical in-vestigation would provide the answers. 

T h e topic, therefore, is important because many of the ideas about faith and 

reason discussed in it arc relevant today. Discussions on religion and science are 

n ever far away from media attention and through analysing this polemic there are to 

be found m any contcmpora11 parallels with faith and reason. 

By looking closely at the Renaissance's art, Holbein's Ambas.radon (1533), for 

example, art history teachers might begin to understand that although science and 

reason do play a significant part in the unders tanding o f the enigmas of existence 

they do not hold all the answers, faith plays a vital role too. This is one example 

where art works might prove an invaluable medium for teachers to inves tigate the 

o pposition and compatibility of faith and reason. Similarly, Giotto's Lamentation 

(1305) is a useful painting to explain the effects faith and reason had on Renaissance 

art. Likewise, Masaccio's Triniry (1425) may be used to explain the mutual relationship 

o f faith and reason, where reason played an important role in the discovery of the 

mathematical system called perspective, (which showed three dimensional space 

on a flat surface) through a devout subject. 
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Piero della Francesca's Baptism of Christ (1450) serves as a unique example to 

teach how some Renaissance artists investigated ancient Greece's rea soning, 

philosophy, m athematics and geometry and combined it with a religious theme. 

B o tticelli 's Primavera (1480) and Birth of Ve1111s (1485) can be used to demonstrate 

how ancient Greek literature and artistic styles were investigated and integrated 

into Renaissance art in a Christian context bringing faith and reason closer together 

in harmo ny. ~lichelangelo's Sisti11e Chapel Ceiling (1508 - 12) is ideal to teach adults 

h ow Plato's philo!--ophies were combined with Christian teaching to produce a balance 

between faith and reason, and Raphael's School qf Athens (1510) introduces the Greek 

intellectual pursuits rediscovered during the Renaissance. 

Art, therefore, has the capacity to unfold with clarity the implications faith and 

reason had and still have on society and by studying past cultures' art, adult students 

can investigate and understand the part played by th e two ideologies throughout the 

Renai ssance . 

These two ideologies have ex·isted and complemen ted each o th er since the 

b eginnings of \'\'cs tern civiliza tion, forming its society and culture. Throughout 

hi scory, says Johnson (1992), societies have adhered to reason and faith to suit their 

purposes fo r a stable, utilitarian and happy existence acknowledging Rousseau's 

(17 12 - 1778) clicturn: "the greatest happimss/or the greatest number". Many ideas which 

buttress western civilization find their roots in ancient Greece which is why this 

thesis stares \.vith th at era. Elements o f reason evident in Greek culture still remain 

with us today, democracy fo r example, and in his play / lclla.1~ Shelley (1792-1822), 

says: '1r'e are all C reeks. O11r laws, our literature, 011r religion, our arts, ha,•e their roots in 

Grme". (r-lcming, 1991) . 

'The blessings of t-i1ii/ization" quotes Charles Beard in his 'The Rise of American 

Civilization' (1927) are "health. semniy, material goods, k11owledge, leisure a11d aesthetic 

appreciation." Aesthetic appreciation as one of Beard's components to a blessed 

civilization, reiterates what the great Victorian 'dictator of the arts', Ruskin (1819-

1900) said: "The art of a'!Y country is the exponent of its social and political virtues. The art 

or ge11eral productive and formative energy of O'!J country is a11 exact exponent of its ethical 

life." Quoted from Copples tone (1987). Whether those virtues and ethics align 

themselves with faith or reason will invariably effect a culture's art. Marx touches 

on the same ground with his famous quote: 'The ideas of the mli11g parry are in every 
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epoch the ruling ideas." Eisenman, (2002). 

Ruskin also wrote: "Great nations w1ite their autobiographies i11 three mr111us1ripts - the 

hook of their deeds, the hook of their words, and the book qf their art. Not one of these hooks 

can be understood unless we read the two others,· b11t of the three, the on!J quite trustwort~y one 

is the las/ ... art is always instinctive and 111e can understand it at a glance whet1 we have learned 

to read." (Copplestone, 1987). 

Lynton (1981) mentions that: "art is the human race talking lo itse(J; across all possible 

frontiers of time and place and ideology. " 

To enable teachers to understand complex issues such as the analysis of faith 

and reason and its links to Renaissance culture, art might prove to be an indispensable 

guide. For example, analysing and comparing the differences in style of art works in 

Chapter T\,Vo might lead to an understanding of the predominant role reason played 

during the ancient Greek world and how after the Roman Empire fell in the fourth 

century "-\D faith in th e form of Christianity gained precedence over reason. 

(Freeman, 1996). \\/'h en the Renaissance combined reason with faith the style changed 

aga in. By analysing and comparing art in this manner teachers can draw their own 

conclusions to what extent the role of faith an d reason play in their own culture. 

This may prompt them to undergo further study and investigate the relationships 

between contemporary art and faith and reason, an area outside the limited scope 

of this thesis. 

The thesis also holds a personal place for me. 

I attended the missionary boarding school in South India, 'Hebron', from 1967 -

79 from age four until 17. The experience showed me how to look at life from the 

angle of the Christian faith. Every single aspect of day to day living seemed to have 

a religious perspective. Normal aspects of modern life now taken for granted -

gambling, going to the movies, drinking alcohol, even holding hands with a partner 

- were frowned upon. Therefore, the thesis' analysis of faith and reason in past 

cultures using art works enabled me to look at past experiences and analyse them in 

a different context to the ones I would have used had I not researched this topic. 

In 1979 I attended Dover College, a public school in England which had a much 

more balanced, and now I would say healthier, attitude towards faith . Although 

chapel was enforced every day it was done so for an educational purpose to learn to 
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be individually morally respon sible by learning the Christian code of conduct. These 

experiences perpetuated within me the interest to analyse the differences between a 

theist way of life and a secular one. 

In 1996 after completing a Bachelor of r\rts (B r\ Painting), and Post Graduate 

Certificate in Education (PGCE, Art and D esign), and gaining experience teaching 

in school s in England, I emigrated to New Zealand where I was given the oppornmity 

to teach art history under Havelock North fligh School's, Adult Community 

Education Programme. Specialising in the art of the Renaissance period, I noticed 

many adults' fascination in the role faith and reason played during the era's art. 

Most had read 'The Da Vinci Code' by Dan Brown, a noYcl which uses art works to 

clarify meaning and ideas, and were cager to find out more about art and education, 

therefore, I developed this topic 'Magic, Mystery and Truth, Paith and Reason 

analysed through .r\rt \'forks". 

1\ftcr researching art worb ,,~th the purpose of finding suitable links with faith 

and reason, the next challenge was to find the most appropriate transmission methods 

anJ strategics on how to teach philosophy and religion by using art works. After 

further research it became apparent there was a diYcrse cross-section of adults 

interested in this topic for various reasons, therefore, varying methods of stimulating 

learning were nc:cdcd to match this cros~-scction of learners. The fact this thesis 

combines adult education teaching methods and ideas linked to the main theme of 

faith and reason explored through Renaissance Art also makes it unic.1ue perhaps, as 

an educational approach suited to adult students. 

To give adults a comprehensive understanding how faith and reason influenced 

art and society during the Renaissance and continue to do so today, the era needed 

to be brought into context with ancient Greece and Rome (called Greco/Roman) 

because ideas formed then played a pivotal role during the Renaissance. To 

understand '-.vhy Cwnming (1995) refers to the Renaissance as the birth of the \X!estern 

world adults need to understand why the Middle Ages is looked on as an era of 

darkness where the powers of reason formed by the Greco/Roman empire were 

stifled. (Freeman, 2005) 

Once this section titled: "Faith and reason in context with the ancient Greece 

and the Middle Ages" was formulated in Chapter Two, the next obligation was to 

explain how selected art works illustrate the influence of faith and reason during 
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the Renaissance and analyse appropriate methods to teach the unit to make it relevant 

to an audience today and answer the important question: Might philosoplij and rrligio11 

be used as a vehicle for better art history leaching and learning? 

To an swer this effectiYely several further questions were viral. First: \X/hich 

particular adult learners arc interested today in studying faith and reason in 

Renaissance art works::> Experience from teaching Art History at the ,\dult 

Community E ducation Programme and fur ther research identified the particulars 

of a group of adult students, teachers intending to use this topic could expect to 

attend their classes. Second: \Vhich methods arc there for stimulating lcarn_ing in 

this audience? \Vithin the vast range of literature avai lable on adult education 

methods, strategies and techniques, appropriate models was selected from the rest, 

as most suitable to teach about faith and reason explored through Renaissance art. 

Third: f Tow would I teach faith and reason in Renaissance arr, now that I haYe 

learnt about alternati,·e methods in adult education? 

Before moving on to rhe main body of the thesis, a little informatio n on rhc 

nature of art as an cffectiYe educational tool may be purposeful. 

Tnhcrcnt in every person is the potential to love art says Beckett (1996). Not 

everyone, ho\Yever, has the opportunity to realise this potential, and it is topics like 

the one co,·ered in this thesis which can provide the knowledge and background to 

make art more accessible. Often people arc nervous of looking and talking abour 

art because they are ignorant of the facts. Learners can begin to gain the necessary 

knowledge to overcome their intellectual inabilities and inadequacies, and gain an 

understanding of art through reading, listening and looking - areas which form the 

main focus th roughout the thesis. After all, as Lynton (1981) says: "art is 111c111ki11d's 

mos/ 1vondcif11/ and aLro mos/ basic im1e11lion. " I t is, therefore, my intention to explore the 

relevant means, through teaching, of elucidating to an adult audience the relevance 

art holds for education. Teaching students to use art as a learrung tool might encourage 

them to change the way they understand the world around them. Ramsden, (1992) 

claims students make sense of their learning only when they see its relevance and 

that the content has meaning in the real world. Perhaps links can be made between 

the ideas discussed through looking at faith and reason explored in Renaissance art, 

and s tudents' own lives during the twenty first century. 

A teacher who wishes to embark on a programme on Renaissance art \vill not 

find generalised descriptions of artists nor their work. \~'hat will be found are succinct 

de tails of how philosophy and religion may betosed as a vehicle for better art history 

teaching and learning. 



CHAPTER TWO 

PHILOSOPHY AND RELIGION IN CONTEX T WITH 
GREECE AND THE MIDDLE AGES 

Faith and reason in context w ith ancient Greece and the M iddle Ages. 

Introduction: 

J\ n analysis of the aspects of philosophy and religion in ancient Greek art and an 

investigation into how they influenced the art of the era that followed, called the 

J\fiddle Ages', serves as a viral link for teachers who intend ro reach the impact faith 

and reason had on Renais~ance art. Tc sets a platform on which they can learn about 

changes in an brought about by the sh ifting parameters of faid, and reason during 

the Greek era and the i\ lid die , \ges and on which they can compare them to the era 

of the Renaissance analysed in Chapter Three and Four. ,\ dult learners ,viii find that 

many of the philosophies and ideas on faith and reason discussed in this chapter 

were rediscovered during the Renaissance and they affected the era's art profoundly. 

Leonardo da Vinci 's empirical drawings, for instance, could be linked to Aristotle's 

philosophy on direct observation as the essence of finding truth, and Piero della 

Francesco and l'viichclangclo's art could be used to link Plato's philosophy that an 

underlying geometrical structure exists in the universe. (Fleming, 1991 ). By examining 

ancient Greece's and the l'viiddle Ages' art in context, teachers may learn about the 

opposition and compatibility which existed between faith and reason during the 

eras and gain a better understanding of faith and reason's influence on Renaissance 

art. The fact that many of these erstwhile ideas on faith and reason are still with us 

today, for example, in the form of religion and science, could make this a relevant 

topic for teachers to study. 

Ancient Greek art, analysed against a predominant backdrop of reason in the 
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form of idealism and realism, can set a platform from which the Middle Ages' art of 

predominantly faith orientated inspiration may be analysed. In this respect it could 

be helpful to teachers, when they teach Renaissance art because they could already 

have formed an understanding how the earlier eras' acquiescence to faith and reason 

in art intermingled during the Renaissance with a spectacular impact on the culture 

and art works of the era. 

Re aso n in Greek Art 

The Greeks' solutions to problems in ut through reason and intellectualising form 

a convenient contrast to the faith o rientated methods of the Christians during the 

Middle 1\ gcs. Christians tended to put emphasis o n faith for inspiration in ar t, a fact 

which finds a parallel in St. Paul's (ca. AD. 3 - ca. 62) quote: 'The Greeks a.rlcfar 

reason, the Jews look for c1 sign". (Freeman. 1996). Both these ambivalent approaches, 

which r fodges (1993) describes as secular and theist, arc immediately apparent in 

their respective styles in art - realism and idealism in Greek art and symbolism in 

Christian art. 

Theism sustained in Christians a regard for life as a tribulation and a trial which 

foreshadowed and determined the afterlife, says Freeman (1996), in a quite different 

manner from Greek secularism which encouraged them to take adnntage of all life 

had to offer. That th e Greek spiritual kingdom was o n this side of the grave is 

refl ected in the absence of any great religious writings and religious personalities -

there was nothing similar to the Bible, K oran or G ira written in Greek civilization, 

nor religious personalities like Mohammed or Jesus, says John son, ('.2003). 

l\1[ost Greek art shows their acquiescence to secularism in the form of reason 

and realism. Greeks, fo r example, placed emphasis on artists blessed with genius 

and they believed that an artist's creative powers should benefit th e good of humani ty. 

The Greek philosopher Socrates (470-399 BC) who sought reason as a guiding force 

con firmed this when he said that truth, goodness and beauty were ideals, and they 

inspired ar tists to seek realistic perfection in art as an ideal beauty. 

Pythagoras' (580-500 BC) philosophical link between logic and nature provides 

a clear illustration how Greek reasoning led to the understanding of the world through 

observation. To demonstrate the principle that the structures of things are linked to 

numbers, Pythagoras stretched a string across a box, plucked it, and recorded the 
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note, when he halved the string and repeated the procedure, the note \.Vas exactly 

one octave higher. Thus, claims Johnson (2003), he proposed that behind the chaos 

of the universe there existed a rational order which could be identified through 

reason. Freeman (1996) uses Socrates demonstration of the area of a square - when 

the sides of the square are doubled its area quadruples - to show how logic and 

reason can be used as proof that a rational order exists in nature. 

This reasoning finds a parallel in Greek art in the form of mathematical ratios, 

for example, in the Greek sculptor PolykJeitos' 'Canon' (book of laws and principles 

in art), he reasons tha t the 'perfect' human body can be calculated mathematically. 

Also, in th e Roman architect Vitruvius' De A rchitecl11re (trea tise on architecture), he 

sought for a means of logic in art says Fleming, (1991 ). Thus, the Greek philosopher 

Protagoras (490-421 BC) was inspired to say '~nan is the measure qf all things". This 

reasoning that mathematics lies at the core of reality was rekindled during the 

Renaissance and is eYident in the era 's an, particularl y in the invention of the 

m athematical sys tem o f perspective, foreshortening and geom etric compositional 

structure of paintings, which are analysed in Chap ter Three. 

Also important co gain appreciation of Renaissance art, are the influences and 

ideas of other Greek philosophers, for example Plato (428-347 BC) and Aris totle 

(384-322 BC), who exerted an influence on the development of realism and idealism 

in Greek art. Plato's philosophy that all phenomena existent on earth were imperfect, 

approximate versions of an archetypal and perfect universal 'idea' res iding in 'heaven' 

h ad implications for art in the form of idealism, which Collins Dictionary (1987) 

d escribes as: 'The doctrine that thought or the mind ir the on!J reali(y and that extemal ohjects 

consist mere!J of ideas." Idealism 's influences may be seen clearly in the chosen two 

examples of Greek art following this introduction. 

\X'hile Plato's philosophy on idealism was concerned with what lay beyond physical 

r eality, Aristotle stressed the need to study phenomena to gain an understanding of 

the world, a philosophy termed empirical, (knowledge gained from first-hand 

experience rather than theory), (Collins Dictionary, 1987) which is demonstrated by 

Pythagoras' and Socrates' logic mentioned above. Aristotle's reasoning, continues 

Freeman (1996), which was concerned with the real world, especially things analysed 

from observation, had an effect on Greek art in the form of realism which Collins 

Dictionary (1987) describes as : "an awarwess of prysical things as they are and 11ot as an 
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abstract idea." Aristotle said "Nature alwqys produces the best," and Greek artists took 

him literally and became masters of mimicking reality. These ideas may be useful to 

demonstrate the implications reason played on Greek art. 

During the Renaissance both idealism and realism were appropriated from Plato's 

and Aristotle's philosophies and with Christianity became integral players in art 

under the term Neoplatonism, which is why it is important to have some background 

knowledge in these philosophies. In the art work The School qf Athens painted by the 

Renaissance artist Raphael, for instance, is symbolic clarification of Plato's and 

Aristotle's contrasting philosophies - Plato points heavenward to the ideal and 

Aristotle focuses on the ground at the empirical. 

Hollister (1994) mentions how 1\ristotle's and Plato's two ideas which contributed 

to humanity's search for truth: Aristotle's empirical and Plato's ideal, were threaded 

together to form ancient Greece's unique art based on idealism and realism. A 

combination of Plato's mystic (supernatural) explanation for our existence ·with 

Aristotle's empirical (observation) has endured through the centuries, arriving in 

our own time as religion and science, faith and reason, says Freeman (2005). Plato's 

and Aristotle's ideas on faith and reason may be seen clearly in Renaissance art 

which combined a deep divinity (faith) with a realistic style (reason), and it is in this 

context, throughout this thesis, the two ideologies can be analysed in art. Once 

again, Raphael's School o/ _ .!J, thmr makes many references to idealism and realism and 

therefore may form an excellent source of study on how these philosophies influenced 

Renaissance art. Holbein's Amhassadors also shows in graphic detail how the two 

forces of faith and reason were integral in the time's culture. In this way art works 

form an integral tool to help explain complicated ideas, like idealism and realism, 

philosophy and religion, faith and reason. 

An analysis of two art works from ancient Greece can help clarify how 

instrumental art works can be to explain this. 

Iktinos and Callicrates The Parthenon 447 - 432 BC 

The Greeks' use of idealism and realism to solve problems in art led to unprecedented 

innovation through experimentation and discovery. Even today, as a ruin, the 

Parthenon dazzles from atop the Acropolis as an embodiment of Greek concepts in 

art - beauty, order and harmony formed through reason. It seems to be saying what 
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Iktinos and Callicrates The Parthenon, Acropolis, Athens, 447 - 432 BC 

Plaro and J\ristotlc belicYed all along, that the essence of beauty is a combination 

of realism and idealism, discernible through human intellect. (Fleming, 1991 ). 

Realism and idealism seem to infiltrate every inch of the Parlhe11on. Virtuoso 

artistic displays of skill, sublime beauty and intricate design in its pediments and 

friezes have perhaps never been surpassed. That money, genius and prodigious 

amounts of labour were lavished in this way is testament to the awe the Greeks 

held in their gods. Tens of thousands of devotees would have worshipped the 

Parthenon's resident god, Athena, and the other idols carved by the legendary sculptor, 

Pheidias, sacrificed in front of them, and they would have wondered if the statues 

were the gods themselves says Gombrich (1995). Reason was integral to the design 

of the Parthenon but faith in the gods inspired it. 

Countless scholars have tried to penetrate the extent reason played in the 

Parthenon's construction by deciphering a hidden code, a discreet geometric 

proportion governed by a mathematical ratio, apparently used by Iktinos and 

Callicrates. No formula has yet come to light but Fleming (1991) says there is a 
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recurring ratio of nine to four. The building is 228 feet long and 104 feet wide for 

instance, and the distance between the columns (about 14 feet) compared to the 

diameter of the column at its base meets the specifications of that ratio. Corner 

columns are about two inches wider than the others because they are set against 

outside light and space and the viewer's eye needs to be compensated with more 

bulk. All the columns lean inwards by three inches so that if the two sides were 

followed they would converge at a vanishing point about one mile above. The floor 

(stylobat) is a convex curve (2'14 inches higher in the middle on the shorter side and 

4 inches higher in the middle on the longer side), moreover, the entablarure (cornice, 

frieze and architrave) echoes this curve. The columns appear to swell slightly and 

the way they taper at their tops creates a curved effect called e.11ta.ris, designed to 

make them appear to bulge under load. Iktinos and Callicrates purposefully exploited 

the natural grace and charm of the curve and with the guiding force of reason they 

created a great work of art. (Fleming, 1991 ). 

The Pur!hmo11 is a wonderful example to teach about the effects reason had on 

Greek art because it encapsulates Plato's philosophy of the ideal in the form of a 

perfect model, .'\ristotlc's philosophy of realism in the form of empirical observation, 

and Pythagoras' theory that there is a mathematical structure behind physical forms 

says Fleming (1991). 

The next is also a worthy art work to demonstrate how idealism and realism 

influenced Greek sculpture and later on influenced the Renaissance's own art. 

Polykleitos (Do~yphoms) The Spear-Bearer 450 - 440 BC 

"Ma,01 are the wonders of the world, and none so wonderful as man," said the Greek 

philosopher, Sophocles (496-406 BC). Abiding by his reasoning, and Plato's 

philosophy of the ideal and perfect model, lifelike Greek sculptures were carved as 

ideal versions and personifications of gods and goddesses. Almost two thousand 

years later, during the Renaissance, artists also strove to express this same concept 

of beauty in the human body and the power of the human mind. In so doing, realism 

manifested itself in art as a perfection in skill and verisimilitude (an allegiance to 

the truth), qualities which became the goal of ancient Greece's and the Renaissance's 

most distinguished artists claims Fleming, (1991). 

Since Greek carvings of gods in human form were designed to personify the 
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Polykleitos (Doryphorus) The Spear
Bearer 450 - 440 BC 

ideal they deserved th e g reatest 

attention to detail. They, therefore, 

n ee d ed to tr ansc end re ality and 

represent a p erfect rational order, as 

archetypes of human beings where 

everything was complete. J o hns o n 

(2003) ex plain s that bec au se they 

represented the ideal, Greek sculptures 

fr om fo urth and fifth century BC 

represent youth and n ot o ld age or 

infancy, in their ideal state n othing 

should be remotely accidental or 

arbitrary, as dem onstrated b y the 

Parlhc11011 j design - everything had to be 

planned through r easo n and h ave a 

succinc t purpose for being there. \'v'hich 

is why Fleming (1991) says c_-; reek art 

highlighted reason over em otion, form 

over co nten t, and reality over 

appearances. 

These id eas are p er h ap s best 

encaps ul ated 111 P o lykl eitos' 

masterpiece: Do~yphorus (Th e Spear

Bearer ). Polykleitos found the solution 

which Renaissance artists later strove to 

emulate - how to make a perfect, rational 

work o f art. Hi s was the Classic 

solution, copied for aeons by generation 

upon generation of artists, right up to the present day says Woodford (1982). 

Contrapposto (counterpoise) is Polykleitos' innovative idea arrived from realism 

and idealism to convey beauty. Harmony is created by alternating tensioned and 

relaxed limbs, a gracious tilt of the head and by a gentle 'S' shaped rhythm flowing 

through the b ody. The empirical attention to anatomical detail is emphatic, the 
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statue stands completely at ease, the body 

slightly twisted, and its weight is carried 

principally on the right or 'engaged' leg. 

Polykleitos has created a perfect work of 

art. It is this aspect of reason in art which 

resurfaced during the Renaissance. 

How did Polyl<leitos manage to create 

such a perfect blend of realism and 

idealism? Caught in mid-step, the Spear 

Bearer creates an almost impossible 

contradiction and ambiguity o f 

harmonious stability and fluid animation, 

the net result of which is vitality. Thus, 

every muscle is either relaxed or tensioned. 

His left hand holds the spear so his left 

right side vieupoinl left side vie wpoin I 

shoulder is tense and slightly raised, contradicting his relaxed left leg (which bears 

no weight), and the drooping left hip. His right side has a contracted torso, his left is 

relaxed, and his right leg bears the full load of hi s body; the right arm is relaxed 

contrasting with the tension in his right leg. Everything rests on ambivalences, of 

slack/ tensioned, straight/ bent. The viewer is greeted with tranquillity from the right 

side viewpoint where the weight bearing tensioned leg compliments the relaxed 

arm, and on the left, the angular, jerky and sharply bent elbow and knee creates 

haphazardness. This is so rationally worked out, so marvellously coordinated and 

wonderfully harmonious, a supreme equilibrium has been reached through idealism 

and realism says Woodford, (1982). 

Polykleitos' contrapposto prototype which illustrates the Spear Bearer as he appears 

(realist), together with an abstract idea and concept illustrating things how they 

ought to be (idealist) was copied relentlessly by Renaissance artists. The great 

Renaissance intellectual Alberti, promoted the philosophy of idealism and realism 

seen here in the Polykleitos' art work, to produce a formula which was stringently 

adhered to by the Renaissance artists. To them Spear Bearer represented the very 

embodiment of beauty and reason in art. Both The Birth of Venus and Primavera, by 

Botticelli, demonstrate contrapposto's dramatic effect, so do many figures in Raphael's 
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School of Athens. We would not have the masterpieces of sublime skill from Massachio, 

Piero della Francesca, Leonardo da Vinci, nor J:viichelangelo, for example, if it were 

not for these ideas on idealism and realism. 

Fleming (1991) indicates that idealism and realism in art were symptoms of a 

society which dedicated itself to reason. In the era which followed, called the 1\1iddle 

Ages (as it slotted in between the Greco/Roman and Renaissance eras) when faith 

predominated reason, symbolism became the norm in art. The next part of the 

chapter analyses how realism, and idealism were lost in art, replaced with symbolism 

until they were reborn during the Renaissance roughly one thousand years later. 

Faith and Reason in Middle Ages Art 

"Plato and Socrates may often contend, 

.r\nd all the breath within their bodies spend, 

Engaged in disputations without end. 

\)?hat's that to me? 

For only with a pure and simple mind 

Can one the narrow path to heaven find , 

.,-\ml greet the King; while linger far behind, 

Philosophy." 

]acophene da Todi 

This poem, quoted from Hollister (1994), demonstrates how during the Middle J\ges 

cherished ideas formulated by the Greeks through reason declined, supplemented 

by an influence of faith. This section analyses how reason and faith became 

incompatible during the Middle Ages only to be reconciled almost a thousand years 

later during the Renaissance. \Vhen the rebirth of Greek idealism and realism in art 

and philosophy re-emerged after a thousand year hiatus during the Middle Ages, the 

humanist Petrarch named the era 'Renaissance', a French term, which derives from 

the Latin renascere, to be reborn, (rinascita in Italian). Renaissance artists and scholars 

saw how faith had overwhelmed reason during the Middle Ages so they labelled the 

era the 'Dark Ages'. 

Hollister (1994) use eponyms like 'middling', 'lay dreaming' 'half awake' or 
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'condemned as a thousand years without a bath' to describe the 'Dark Ages', because 

to him the emergence of Christianity signalled the destruction of reason and 

knowledge gleaned from Greco/Roman artists, philosophers, mathematicians and 

scientists and repl aced them v.,ith an acquiescence to faith. Hollister (1994) clarifies 

the Middle Ages acquiescence to faith over reason by quoting the following: ''] 

believe so that I mqy k 110JJJ," said Anselm, a follower of the early Christian father, 

Augustine, Jaith comes _first, reason second; faith mies reason, but reason can pe(/orm the 

usefl(/ service of ill11mi11ating faith. Indeed, faith and reason are separate avenues to a single 

bor!J of tmth .. . tmth i.r one ... reason cannot err, but our 11sc of it ca11 ... ': Obviously a 

disparate mann er of thinking to Greek philosophical intellectuali sing, and the 

implications chis switch from reason to faith held profound implications for art during 

the Middle Ages. 

Freeman (2005) says the watershed of the grea t era of Classical reason and the 

new one of Christianity's faith, is marked by the last Greek astronomical obserYation 

made by Proclus in 475 AD, after which the book of reason closed, to be reopened 

only when Copernicus rediscovered the Roman scientist Ptolemy in the sixteenth 

century during th e Renaissance. 

:tvlarauding barbarians, economic turmoil, illiteracy, warlords, famine, plague and 

war, J ohn son (2003) continues , enveloped the once mighty Greco / Roman dynasty 

which had dedicated itself to reason for almost a thousand years. Within this cultural 

wilderness where reason had lost its boundaries, faith in Chri stianity gradually 

expanded. But there was not total annihilation and remnants of Greco/Roman 

learn ing managed co survive. Plato's philosophy of idealism, for example, underpinned 

the Judea/Christi an concept o f 'faith' according to Freeman (2005). "If those who 

are called philosophers, and especial!} the Platonists, have said anything that is true and in 

harmotry with our faith, we mus/ not 011!J not sh1i11k from it, but claim ii for 011r own use from 

those who have unlawjitl possession of it." Augustine (c. 400 AD). 

Hollister (1994) tells us the flame of Greco / Roman reason was kept alight by 

the Muslims (Aristotle's Pl?Jsics, Ptolemy's Almagest and Geograp1!), and Euclid's Elements 

and many others on algebra, astronomy, and medicine were all preserved by the 

Muslims) and in the scriptoria (writing rooms) of monasteries like Lindisfame and 

Iona, monks, bound by poverty, chastity and obedience, translated ancient 

manuscripts, saving them from destruction. There was also a brief return to reason 
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in the eighth century under Charlemagne's Carolingian Renaissance, but his frail 

empire was not forged on reason to the same extent as Greece's or Rome's and 

collapsed during the ninth century. (Hodges, 1993). It is important to be aware of 

these facts as the Renaissance may possibly never have occurred if it was not for 

the preservation of these vital manuscripts. 

The extent faith submerged reason, continues Hollister (1994), is demonstrated 

by the early Christian iconoclasts (idol destroyers) whose destruction of art 

represented irrationality in its highest capacity according to Gombrich (1995). As a 

point of reference on the scale of the destruction is Vasari (1511 - 74), who wrote 

in his book on Renaissance artists, Lives qf the Pai11ters, that in the fourth century AD 

there were 3785 public statues listed in Rome, by 1400 there were only four left. 

Uohnson, 2003). Iconoclasts believed they were justified to destroy idealistic and 

realistic works of art through faith for their God: "Ye shall destrqy the altars, break 

down the images, and c11t down the gro!.'eJ .. . for the Lord, whose name is Jealou.1; is a Jea/011.r 

God", (Exodus : 34:13). Christians took this literall y and iconoclasm spread with 

vigour. So successful were they, Yery little Greek art has survived. Since Greek art 

The Tetrarcf?y from 300 AD 
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was persecuted durin g the Middle 

Ages by Chri stians, because co them 

it was tantamount to idol worship, 

Christian art tended to distance itself 

from all elements of idealism and 

realism and became symbolic. 

(Gombrich, 1995). 

John so n (2003) says when the 

Greek realistic and idealistic tradition 

in art was replaced with symbolism 

and clumsy craftsmanship, (a style 

better suited to political -religious 

totalitarianism, he says), it signified all 

that had been lost of a thousand-year 

heritage based on reason. Johnson uses 

the famous sculpture of The Tetrarchy 

from 300 AD to show how artists lost 



Oms! with St. Peter and St. Pcm/ from 359 or 389 AD 

the skill to create lifelike sculptures demon strating realism and idealism. Gombrich 

(1995) uses Christ with St. Peter and St. Paul from 359 or 389 r\D a marble relief from 

the sarcophagus o f Junius Bassus in the crypt of St. Peter's Rome. It is the earliest 

representation of Christ and once again shows clearly the loss of idealism and realism. 

Preeman (2005) agrees that reason was lost to faith and adds that philosophy 

was considered by the Christians a pagan activity, so it too was persecuted, (as the 

poem which opens this section testifies) and Plato's Academy, operational for nine 

hundred years, was closed in 529 AD and its teachers fled to Persia. St. Paul's 

infamous onslaughts condemning philosophy: "I will destroy the wisdom and the wise" 

and ''. .. empty logic of the philosophers. The more they call them philosophers the more stupid 

they grew ... thry made nonsense 011t of logic and their empty minds were darkened ... " (Romans 
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I. 21-22), ample evidence of the precedence faith had gained over reason says 

Freeman (2005). 

"The ignorant are closer to the truth than the educated". 'The Joolishness of God is greater 

than the wfrdom of the wise", said St. Paul. 'The wisdom of the world is.foolishness to God" 

Corinthians 1: 25. This is further evidence of how theology affected reason and 

rational thought and art in the Middle Ages says Freeman (2005). 

It was to onslaughts such as these of St. Paul's to which artists and humanists 

reacted with horror during the Renaissance. They saw the need for a balance between 

faith and reason to find truth, an equilibrium they understood had become lost 

during the Middle Ages. In Galatians and Romans, for instance, St. Paul makes it 

clear that faith itself is sufficient to define truth: 'J11stificatio11 l?J1faith alone" and: 'The 

just shall live ~y .faith," also: "Afan is justified not 0 works but !?)I faith". 

Christians ' adherence to faith drew critical comments from Greco/Roman 

intellectuals who abided by reason: ''. .. convince on!J the foolish, dishono11ra/Jle and stupid 

and on!J slaves. women and little chi/dmi," wrote Celsus (2nd century), 'Vndemomtrated 

laws" wrote the Roman scholar Galen. \'\-'hat would happen to those who clung on 

to the belief in Creek philosophy and reason and refused to acknowledge faith;:, 

'Th~y will be condemned )or all lime with Clmst's second coming': says St. Paul in his letter 

to Thessalonians (1 :9). (Freeman, 2005) 

The meaning of 'faith ', adds Freeman (2005) had shifted from a matter of 'belief' 

to an obligation of accepting as fact, unproven assumptio ns. It was a way of thinking 

which dissolved rational thought, and since the essence of rational thought is progress, 

no progress will be made if an authority stipulates what can and what cannot be 

bclieYed says Johnson (1992). Hence the labelling of the D ark Ages as 'l\,fiddling' 

(mediocre) . Polytheistic religion (many gods) encouraged freedom in art, Johnson 

(2003) continues, but monotheism (one god) stifled this freedom: one god to obey, 

worship and portray encouraged dogmatic regulations which were enforced severely. 

Christianity became a state religion and central to government and its influence was 

complete, the population had to conform whether they liked it or not and art's 

purpose was to portray God. The reversal of Greco/Roman theories in art can be 

partially explained by the Mosaic Law says Johnson (2003), which forbade any 

rendition of God or creatures He created. 

The influences faith and reason exerted on Greek, the Middle Ages and the 

Renaissance societies may be analysed and compared to the impact the ideologies had 
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on their art. 

Comparing Reason in Renaissance Art with Faith in Middle Ages' Art 

Greek artists depicted their deities in human form, and Greek philosophers referred 

to the human body as a microcosm which epitomised the harmony of the universe. 

(Fleming, l 991 ). Both acknowledged the unlimited potential of the human being. 

Renaissance artists rekindled this philosophy which had la.in moribund for a thousand 

years through the Middle Ages, they adopted the Greek philosophy that mankind's 

unreleased potential should be exploited to the utmost. The Greek belief that the 

divine was embodied in material form, rendered Yisible in the beauty of the human 

body became the model for Renaissance's artists. (Hale, 1966). 

Tt was this realignment of reason which made Renaissance art fundamentally 

different from J\'Iiddle I\ ges' art, particularly in the shift from symbolism back to 

idealism and realism. This change in art may be interpreted as symptomatic of the 

dramatic transformation of the era when faith and reason were re-analysed in a new 

light says Cumming (1995). 

Zaczek (2003) claims Tv[iddle 1\ges' art found its antecedents in the Byzantine 

Empire (330-1453). Its capital Constantinople was an oasis for civilization amid 

the wasteland of Europe controlled by warlords and feuding rival factions. 

Constantinople had developed a unique style in art, governed by stringent canons 

(rules) which her artists were required to adhere to strictly. Rarely were they allowed 

to compromise on the prescribed devout religious symbolism, nor deviate from its 

dogmatic tenets. Every iconographical detail had to relay a prescribed and precise 

spiritual meaning designed specifically to edify and maintain orthodoxy, enlighten 

the viewer spiritually and promote faith. Individuality of artistic expression was 

harshly discouraged as heresy, so the style remained the same for hundreds of years. 

Since Byzantine artists were censored in expressing opinions of individuality, there 

was no incentive to experiment and find out about the mathematical system of 

showing depth on a flat surface, ( called perspective), modelling or realistic portrayal, 

because artists were committed to deciphering a spiritual world of faith and not the 

empirical world of idealism and real.ism, the art of which, by many, was now seen as 

tantamount to idolatry. 

By analysing the two works illustrated next, evidence of the differences between 
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Duccio Madonna Enthroned 1308 
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Byzantine art and the new style permeating the Renaissance may become clearer. 

The first painting, Duccio's A1.adonna Enthroned, is in the Byzantium tradition, painted 

in the l\:[edieval style as a high altar. The six ascending angels flanking the sides 

represent what Johnson (2005) refers to as clumsy craftsmanship, they resemble 

wooden puppets and Christ looks decidedly m ature for His years. Johnson (2003) 

says this style of art is inanimate, supine and static where canonism (Christian 

regulations) asserts itself and social perspective is dominant (the Madonna is 

enormous and the saints tin y. 

In the second ,Mado1111a E nthroned 1310, by Giotto and painted two years after 

Duccio's, Jan son (1972) says we can see the transition which is taking place with 

the fast-approaching Renaissance. The two kneeling angels in the foreground and 

others congregating the sides are painted one in front of the o ther, adding reali sm 

and convincing space missing in Duccio's work. Space regresses ba ck into the picture 

toward the six serio us looking saints adding to the realism. Also revolutionary is the 

way the Madonna's gaze m eets our own, inviting phys iognomical evaluation, and 

the rendering of anatomy beneath her clothes is more pronounced and lifelike because 

G iotto has used chiaroscuro 0ight and dark tone), and modelling (subtle blending 

from one tone to the next) to delineate form. Little wonder the chronicler Boccaccio 

proclaimed after seeing G iotto that art had "been in the grave" for centuries. Qanson, 

1972) . 

By abandoning the flat Medieval background and sta tic wooden figures, and by 

replacing them with a convincing apparition of form through realistic modelling, 

and credible space through overlapping, G iotto's idealism and realism in art may be 

read as symptomatic of the return of reason. In this instance rea son and realism (in 

the technique), and idealism and faith (in the subject), set the matrix of art for the 

Renaissance says Cumming (1995). 

Since Medieval artists had lost the skill to achieve Greco/Roman standards of 

realism and idealism in art and since naturalism had no place in the Christian world 

of faith (as the immaterial cannot be shown with the material), signs and symbols 

became the favoured means of representing mys tical things in Middle Ages' art. 

Renaissance artists turned th is around, they thought less of mysticism, magic and 

symb olism and more of Greco/Roman skills and techniques and rediscovered reason, 

realism and idealism in art. Since Renaissance artists were no longer compelled to 
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Giotto Madonna Enthroned 1310 
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follow a symbolic interpretation , nor to grade figures by size in hierarchy of 

importance, they freed themselves to explore other areas in art, for example, rational 

problems of aesthetics, philosophy, scientific di scovery and mathematical structure 

maintains Thuillier (2002). 

The ac quiescence to r easo n by 

Renaissance artists m eant they became 

free from constraint, m ore independent 

and individual. They were influenced by 

kn owledge, Yirtue and faith, which was 

very different from iv1iddle ,--\ ges' artists 

who were usually anonymous, communal, 

cooperative, controlled and governed by 

ec cl es iastica l juri sdicti on . Moreover, 

Renaissa nce sch olars h ad an in satiable 

appetite for empirical enquiry and this is 

mirrored in the arts' switch from symbolism 

back to reabm an d idealism claim Rice 

and Grafton (1994). 

To help explain to adult learners the 

differenc es between faith o ri entated 

I\ [iddle Ages' art, and reason inspired 

Renaissance art are the three illustrated 

paintings of The Three Graces, from Greek 

m ythology, written about by th e Greek 

wr iter Hesio d whose w ork s were 

rediscovered during the Renaissance. The 

first detail from Pompeii may be useful to 

demonstrate Greek art's acquiescence to 

reason , and the divine represented in 

human form. 

The second detail , from the Middle 

Ages, could be used to show how 

Christian faith overshadowed reason. 
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Detail 3 

Christians saw the body as dirty and only 

the soul as worthy, therefore, they pain ted 

the Three Graces' bodies hidden under 

draping garmen ts to ackn owledge the 

inferior status of the body to the soul. 

Realis m and idea li sm have vanished, 

replaced \Vith th e crude, flat, symbolic sryle 

typical o f I\,1iddle Ages' art. 

The third detail , from Botticell i's 

Prima!'era (1-1-80) p a inted during the 

Renaissance may be used as evidence of 

the rediscovery of the po ten rial of reason 

and the huma n body's powers, (which 

sho uld be ha rnessed and u sed for the 

prosperi ty of mankind), and symbolised in 

art ,,1th a re turn to idealism and realism. 

Thuillier (2002) says further clarification to aid understanding of how Creek art 

rested firmly on reason, and how Christians· saw the world from \'1 thin is the following 

quotation. "I /01v do JIOII paint the soul?" asked the Greek philosopher Socrates of an 

artist. '·Ho1v ca11 it he imitated?" came the reply, ''since it has neither shape nor ro/011r ... and 

is not z•isible al all." 171is problem of how to represent the immaterial in a material 

form was solved with the use of symbols. To the Christians, spiritual mysticism 

could only hope to be represented through symbols - freeman (2005) says bird 

motifs, for example, became symbols for the Holy Spirit, the lyre \'1th its strings 

stretched m·er a frame became the symbol of the crucifixion, peacocks stood for 

paradise and the fish was the divine symbol for Jesus making his followers 'fishers 

of 1nen'. 

Thuillier (2002) suggests taking a look at the next two paintings, for clarification 

on the two disparate styles, one influenced by faith the o ther by reason. The first 

picture from the Pans Psalter shows a large figure holding a blue shawl - she symbolises 

the night suggesting the scene is nocturnal. Meanwhile, a scantly dressed child enters, 

letting us know the scene lasts until dawn. To ensure no mistakes are made in the 

identification of the figures, Greek lettering labels 'night', ' Isaiah' and 'dawn' . Now 
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The Pra_J1er of Isaiah (from the Paris 
Psalter) Ten th Century (Byzanrinc 

l\Emature) 

Limbourg brothers, Ego Sum, L.es 'ires 
fvches I lmres tb, due de Beny 1416 

compare the di fference around five hundred years later. The picture depicting the 

arrest o f Christ comes from the famous book Les Tres Riches 1 Je11res du due de Beny 

(The Book of I lours) by th e Limbourg bro thers. IIere reality is presented not 

symbolically but realistically, showing a return to reason through the formal values 

of art adapted from Greece and Rome says Thuillicr (2002). 

Conclusion 

Chapter Two investigated how the Greeks achieved tremendous feats in the field of 

philosophy, science and mathematics with their acquiescence to the faculty of reason 

and how their learning influenced their art through idealism and realism. It analysed 

how this confidence with reason petered out during the thousand-year ]\;fiddle Ages 

when, what J ohnson (2003) refers to as religious and political totalitarian forces, 

overshadowed Europeans with what Hollister (1994) terms 'otherworldliness'. It 

also analysed why the ]\;[iddle Ages was regarded by Renaissance artists and scholars 

as an era when reason, which relies on proof, was held back by many unproven 
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assumptions made by faith in religion and how Christian leaders felt threatened by 

reason and made it their moral duty to suppress people's natural curiosity to find out 

and challenge faith's unproven assumptions. 'There is anothcrform of temptation, cJJen 

more .fraught with danger. This zs the disease of ct11iosiry ... It is this which drives us to t~y to 

discover the secrets qf nature, those secrets 1vhich are bryond our understanding, which can avail 

11s nothing and which man should not wish lo learn''. (r\ugustine, late fourth - early fifth 

century AD), cited from Freeman (2005). 

To help understand what Augustine was implying in his quotation, and to 

demonstrate how works of art may be used to clarify important philosophical and 

A Scene .from the 1-listories of St. Thomas Filippino Lippi 
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religious issues, is the following work of art A Scene from the Histories qf St. Thomas by 

the Renaissance artist Filippino Lippi (1406 - 69). 

This painting shows a monk, dressed in black and white, as the focal point for 

the composition. On either side of him are Ja.rces (rods and an axe bound together) 

which are a symbol of authority dating from ancient Rome. The monk is crushing a 

terrified looking man under his feet and the unfortunate man holds a banner which 

reads "Wisdom Conquers Evil". The monk is Thomas Aquinas (1225 - 7 4), the 

Dominican theologian, and in his left hand he holds open a book, written by St. 

Paul, the text of which reads; "SAPIENTIAM SAPIENTUM PERDAM" "I will 

desli<!J the 1visdom ef the wisf." (Freeman, 2005). 

Thomas Aquinas is the authority here, hence the Jasces, and surrounding him arc 

four Personifications of (from left to right) Philosophy, Theology, Grammar, and 

Dialectic - parts of the curriculum of the Liberal Arts (mentioned in context with 

humanism during the next chapter). The importance of faith over reason, continues 

h eeman (2005) is clea rl y labell ed through Theology's crown and hand raised to 

heaven . 

Tn front of Thomas an d the Personification s arc two groups of men, between 

whom a jumble of books ,me! manuscripts infer some sort of disputation has occurred. 

Freeman (2005) says this indicates the argument during the fi fth century, when 

Christianity was in its infancy, oYer the nature of Jesus and his relationship with 

God. On the left in a yellow robe is the hydra heretic Arius who propositioned that 

Jesus was mortal and no t the son of God. Opposite Arius is another heretic Sabel Ii us, 

a Roman cleric, who claimed that Jesus was only th e temporary manifestation of 

God. ,-\rius' thesis "there was a time when the Son was not' lies condemned at his feet, 

and at SabeUius' feet lies his own heretical thesis. Thomas Aquinas wrote his great 

work Summa Theologiae as the solution to the argument which has taken place in 

front of him over the doctrine of the Trinity - in it Aquinas said God the Father, 

Jesus the Son, and the Holy Spirit were all contained within a single God. He also 

wrote in his work that the concept of the Trinity cannot be proved through reason, 

but only through faith. (Freeman, 2005). 

This painting may act as a satisfactorily conclusion in demonstrating how useful 

works of art are for teaching and learning about complicated doctrines involving, in 
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this instance, faith and reason and the Trinity. 

By contrasting the rationality in art during the Greek era which gave impetus to 

the growth of idealism and realism, with the Middle Ages art where Greek learning 

was lost, replaced with magic, mystery, mysticism and symbolism, teachers and 

learners may have mo.re of an idea how to discuss and appreciate how the two 

ideologies, faith and reason, influenced Renaissance art. 

During the Renaissance faith and reason coexisted and complemented each other 

in art; it was an era when philosophy, mathematics and religion went hand in hand 

and this amalgam of faith and reason allowed civilization to flourish and create 

what Cumming ((1995) refers to as the start of the modern world - the Renaissance. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

HOW PHILOSOPHY AND RELIGION INFLUENCED THE 
RENAISSANCE'S ART 

Introduc tion 

During Chapter Two faith and reason were analysed in context with Greek and 

l\uddle Ages' art and philosophies to underpin the main body of the thesis containing 

Renaissance art. Chapter Three analyses the Church during the Renaissance making 

a conven ient link with the previous chapters' investigation into the Christian 

acquiescence to faith during :tviiddle Ages. Most of Renaissance art was commissioned 

by the Church, says Johnson (2003), so it is necessary for adult students to grasp an 

understanding of the Church's influences on art and society in general. 

f<ollo,.,ving on is a brief account of reason's influence on the Renaissance, the 

purpose of which clari fies how faith and reason influenced Renaissance arr. 

The magnitude reason had on Renaissance art is suggested by l lollister (1994) 

who says science seYered the bonds between revelation (God's disclosure of His 

own purpose for mankind) and reason, which led to the modern world. Faith and 

reason were regarded as incompatible by \v'illiam of Ockham (1300-13-+9): 'Faith 

u11i11habitfd fry logic, and '11at//ral philosopl!J' (science) uninhabited f:y faith," he said. Rice 

and Grafton (1994) mention the reYolution of modern science during the Renaissance 

is exemplified by Copernicus' publication of 011 the Revolutions of the Celestial Spheres 

in 1543 and this was ramified by Galileo when he said Copernicus was: ''. .. able to 

make reason so conquer smsc that, in defiance of /he latter, the former became the mistress of 

their belief." 

An analysis of reason in the form of science, mathematics, humanism and 

Neoplatonism may benefit an understanding how its effects permeated Renaissance 

art and architecture. These ideas are brought together by investigating Renaissance 

art by subject and analysing reason in the form of N eoplatonism, humanism and 

Alberti's doctrines, which might serve as useful links, aiding understanding in the 
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main discussion of Renaissance Art under the title 'The Art of Faith and Reason' in 

Chapter Four where eight artist's works are investigated in context with their 

allegiance to faith and reason. 

Faith and the Church During the Renaissance 

In the context of this thesis the Church can be regarded as an institution which 

personifies faith. During the Middle Ages and the Renaissance, Johnson (2003) says 

the Church \vielded great political-religious absolutist power over European society 

and culture, influencing people's acquiescence to faith and reason, art, education, 

literacy and law, therefore, it may be appropriate to look at the institution in a little 

depth. The Church and its teaching effected every aspect of society and gave it a 

uniform moral overtone says Johnson (2003). The consequences for art was a sti

fling of liberty and <liversity and it soon became an instrument for the state with an 

exclusive Christian subject matter and vocabulary adds Johnson (2003). 

Simon (1967) says it is hard for a modern person to understand and identify with 

1-lid<llc Ages Christians' obsessions and forntions with faith. During this time it was 

almost impossible for a person to escape the Church's authority. Tts power, thought 

to be ordained by God, was seen as an extension of a natural law of the universe. 

The very act of living was coordinated by the Church, priests baptised people, mar

ried them, christened their babies and administered the last sacraments on their 

deathbed - in short, continues Simon (1967), the Church cared for every individu

al's soul in this life and in the afterlife too. 

The Church was the heart and soul of society in Europe and its majesty was 

personified by the most splendid edifice, towering high above an otherwise drab 

Medieval townscape. Its organisation was so complete and its autocracy so estab

lished, it demanded unfaltering obedience as prerequisite from Christians. The Church 

gave a choice between hope of salvation in heaven in exchange for obedience, or 

the fear of eternal damnation in hell in exchange for decadence. Since Christians 

vehemently believed this temporal life was a pretext or trial which determined the 

consequences of the afterlife, they must have lived in perpetual fear of their ac

tions, which would have made it easier for the Church to exert its control. Ruskin's 

saying, quoted in the Introduction: 'The art of a'!Y country is the exponent of its social 

and political virtues': and Marx's quote: 'The ideas qf the ruling parry are in every epoch the 
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ruling ideas." can be used to highlight the importance the Church had on Renaissance 

culture and art. The Church's influence is conspicuously present in all of the art 

works discussed in Chapter Four and Johnson (2003) clarifies this when he says two 

thirds of all artworks made in Europe with us today were made for the Church. 

The Church was a law unto itself continues Simon (1967). Even though it pos

sessed no territory, it was hardly different from a State. It had as its monarch the 

Pope, its princes in the prelates, and its subjects in Christendom. It fought its own 

wars and paid for them through the collection of taxes and indulgences. But during 

the Renaissance its authority was challenged and undermined by reason in the guise 

of humanist thinkers like Erasmus and the devout faithful led by religious leaders 

like Luther. 

This clash of opinion over the importance of faith and reason may be discussed 

through art, for example, The Ambassadors by Holbein, which serves as a guide in to 

the context of the times when changes to Renaissance Europe's opinions about the 

Church were highlighted by constant war, the uncompromising urge for secular power 

and material wealth by the popes, and the fact humanist thought was becoming 

more prevalent. Fuelling the average Chri stian's grievance of the Church's inad

equacies, was the veiling of the true meaning of Christianity behind dogma. To 

them Christ's original message had evolved into a series of magical rituals and cer

emonies where confidence trickster priests claimed relics held supernatural powers 

over whoever touched them says Freeman (2005). To make matters worse, adds 

E lton (1963), the Bible was written in Latin and therefore inaccessible to the be

lievers of illiterate Europe, until Luther translated the Bible into German, its cen

tral message remained lost to most Christians. 

But despite the public's outcry over the Church's deficiencies, Renaissance Chris

tians remained pious and profoundly religious, belie,'1ng in God and the Devil and 

worrying about hell and salvation in the after life says Simon (1967). In a time when 

war, famine and plague killed most people well before their prime, believers craved 

a God with compassion and the devout thirsted for truth and dreamt of a purified 

Church. Christians were beginning to expect higher standards of behaviour from 

religious leaders, especially for their abuses in gathering indulgences to release sin

ners from torment in Purgatory. It seemed sinners could acquire salvation, not through 

avoiding sin, but through the pardon of a priest who supposedly had supernatural 
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powers which w ere in no way impaired through his own sinful life continues Simon 

(1967). Nlichelangelo's lAst Judgement, discussed in Chapter Four, may form a useful 

link to these ideas about the consequences of the inadequacies of the Church. 

The Renaissance was, therefore, a time of great upheaval in the Church and 

society in general. People were seeking change, augmented by rhe rediscovery of 

Greek and Roman manuscripts which were analysed in a new light, and their ideas 

were rethought, a situation which had a direct bearing on the era being called the 

Renaissance (rebirth). These ideas, claims Fleming (1991), based on Classical learn

ing which resurfaced during the Renaissance influenced the era's art, for example in 

the return to idea lism and realism. 

Symptoms of Reason in Renaissance Art 

H ollister (1994) says the recovery o f Classica l learning in mathematics an d scientific 

laws, (for in sta nce Plato's, J\ristotle 's and Pythagoras ' philosophies), during the 

Renaissance and the em ergence of humanism, replaced Medieval standards o f faith, 

common sense and experience, with reason and understanding, says. Through intense 

study of Class ical sculpture, architecture, philosophy and literatu re Renaissance 

artists slowly absorbed an understanding of the Classical world . The best examples 

of Greco / Roman ideals were ass imilated into individual styles, showing nobility 

and restraint, dignity, simplicity, ease, contrapposto and gravity (the solemn qualities) 

adds (Fleming, 1991). 

This cohesion of ideas form s a central focus in the art works discussed in Chapter 

Four, but, before studying chis synopsis on Renaissance art, perhaps a grounding in 

Neoplatonism and humanism is apt because, as Hollister (1994) maintain s, these 

methods of thinking came about as a result of the re-evaluation of the relationship 

between faith with reason. There are elements of Neoplatonism in Michelangelo's 

Sistine Chapel Ceiling, for example, and Piero della Francesca's Baptism of Christ, and 

elements appear in Leonardo da Vinci's art, for instance his Proportions of the Human 

Figure. Reason's influence m ay be seen in compositional structure, Cole (1993) says, 

which was guided by Classical models of geometry and mathematics. Piero della 

Francesca's meticulously structured paintings, for example, may be attributed to his 

adherence to Plato's philosophy that a perfect geometric structure lay behind all 

God's creation, so his art was commensurate with measurement demonstrating the 
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re emergence of reason in Renaissance art says Fleming (1991 ). 

Above all, says Hollister (1994), achievements influenced by reason 111 

Renaissance art owed their discovery to intellectuals' studying Greek and Latin. 

Without their linguistic flu ency ancient mathematical and scien tific manuscripts 

which up until then had remained inaccessible through language barriers, would not 

have had such an impact. Ptolemy's celebrated book on astronomy, the Almagest, 

was translated into Latin during the Renaissance and through it Copernicus learned 

planetary theory. Other illuminary works by ancient mathematicians, Pappus, 

Apollonius and Diophantus, for instance, were studied avidly. But the greatest of 

alJ mathematical manuscripts revitalised and translated into Latin at this time were 

undoubtedly the works of Archimedes. There would have been no breakthrough 

theories by Copernicus, Kepler or Galileo if it were not for Archimedes say Rice 

and Grafton (1994). 

The return to reason can perhaps be best understood through s tudying 

Neoplatonism and humanism and then ana lysing their impact on art by evaluating 

1\lbeni's principles. 

Neoplatonism and the Return of Reason 

\,"'(,'hen Cosimo dc'Mcdici , the great Renaissance humanist and patron of the arts, 

commissioned the young Florentine sculptor and humanist 1arsilio Ficino to 

translate Plato's writings in to Latin - a task which took him 18 years to complete -

the finished result was termed Platonic Theology. Thanks to Ficino's efforts, manuscripts 

which had previously been indecipherable, were now pored over by countless 

humanists and similarities between Plato's philosophy and Christianity (examined 

in Chapter Two) were recognised. From this evolved the movement termed 

Neoplatonism which was concerned with synthesising Plato's teachings, pagan 

worship, and the world of reason with the teachings of Christ, Christian worship 

and the world of faith, sparking a partial fusion of faith and reason. (Dillon and 

Gerson, 2004). 

Since Augustine and other early Christian fathers pronounced Greek philosophers' 

reason and logic "empty" they turned instead to the faith of Christianity. Plato had 

said education, reason and knowledge and wisdom were the driving forces behind 

the ideal state, Fleming (1991) maintains, and justice, temperance, and courage 
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were the qualities extolled by the Greeks in an ideal man, says but this was refuted 

by .Augustine and other early Christian leaders as a hindrance to the passage of 

finding God. Because early Christians, like Augustine and I\guinas, regarded curiosity, 

logic and philosophy anathema, and because of the wealth, power and influence of 

the Church theocracy, Renaissance humanists rightly saw the reformation of reason 

an impossibility To allow reason, therefore, to have an impact they needed to 

collaborate with the Church, and this was the beginning of Renaissance N eoplatonism 

- a balance between the two - faith and reason . (Gerson, 1996). These thoughts 

which merge Platonic philosophy with a devout subject were integrated into 

Ren aissance art, and can be analysed in, for example, Botticelli's Birth qf Venus and 

P1i111avera which combine pagan and Christian ideas, as too does Michelangelo's 

Sistine Chapel Cci!inL~' and Piero della Francesca's Baptism of Cnrist. Neoplatonism's 

influence to the Renaissance successfully brought together faith and reason and is 

perhaps best symboli sed in art with a return to idealism and realism combined with 

devotional subjects. 

Neoplaronist's desire was to free participants from the deficiency of knowledge 

found in the faith based society of the Middle Ages . ..-\ugustine had proclaimed that 

mankind sh ould not wish to learn and Neoplatonism rejected this, stating: "lo man 

onj, is giNII the desiu to lear11 ... learning and lrai11ing in virtue are peculiar to ma11" 

(Anonymous Renaissance humanist). Humans were therefore considered to be the 

divine species which led Neoplatonic thinkers like Ficino to conclude that they 

were the mediators between two opposites of faith and reason and once a balance 

had been achi eved many great things could be accomplished. J\ thought, 

conspicuously present in the era's art, and one which led to the myriad inventions 

and discoveries which occurred during the Renaissance. This achievement can be 

seen graphically in Leonardo da Vinci's countless drawings of devices and gadgets 

says Hollister (1994) . 

Adding to this philosophy, Marsilio Ficino explained, one God created the world 

and that man had the power to create as God had created, which was to have obvious 

consequences for art. Man was the highest of all God's creations, according to Ficino, 

and anything was possible for him - leading to the revival of Protagoras' famous 

phrase: ''man the measure of all things" claims Fleming (1991). 

In some of the art works discussed in Chapter Four Neoplatonic thought can be 
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seen to bring together Plato and Aristotle's attitude of mind - scientific, acquiring 

knowledge with an interest in mathematics, logic, morality, and adhering to Greek 

philosophical ideas of truth, goodness and beauty, continues Fleming (1991). These 

all gave great dignity to man and changed artists' attitude towards the human body 

which was now, once again, represented ideally and realistically. 

Neoplatonic philosophy allowed Renaissance scholars to rethink Christianity's 

tradition which stated man was born free but this freedom was lost after Adam and 

Eve committed the Original Sin and disobeyed God. Giovanni Pico della Mirandola, 

a distinguished Renaissance humanist, and author of the 'Humanist Manifesto', the 

'Oration on the Dignity of Man', argued that human beings always had been and 

ever will be free to be what ever they want and to express God's divinity in what 

ever way they choose. Hooker (1996) says this spirit of free enquiry formed the 

basis of the modern world view point of a 'free will'. Freeman (2005) adds to this 

by saying that man's possession of a rational mind gives him the possibility of choice, 

which ensures free will. 

Cicero, the distinguished Roman intellectual and gifted orator, said that man is 

born of two things: to know and act, and in this he is almost a mortal god. After 

reading Cicero, Giovanni Pico della J\1irandola claimed humans are the only part of 

creation that has the capability to 'will its own changes' and it is this claim which 

forms the starting point of all m ode rn philosophie s. This phil osop hy had 

unprecedented implications for art, not least because during the Renaissance artists 

expressed the individual's free creative power. In this respect painters, sculptors, 

writers ceased to be mere artisans and became artirts in the modern term, that is, 

they functioned primarily on their creativity and freedom unrestricted by the 

hegemony of the Church. (Hooker, 1996). 

The Renaissance artists Michelangelo, Raphael and Leonardo da Vinci, for 

instance, were greatly influenced by Neoplatonism as the movement enabled them 

access to a far wider range of knowledge than before hand. Ancient guidelines, for 

example Polykleitos' Canon, and the proportions in the Parthenon, and in poses, 

nudity, symmetry, beauty and proportion were re applied in their work and when 

they combined these elements with J\lberti's laws on perspective, form, composition, 

figure combinations and appropriate gestures from his b ook 'Della Pictura' (1435) 

art changed irrevocably. In this way Neoplatonism had a significant impact on art 
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because artists, then and today, began to express themselves in their work. Freed 

from the political-religious absolutist limitations imposed by the Church on art, 

Neoplatonism effectively licensed artists to express far more inspirational themes 

which are studied in detail during Chapter Four. 

Influential in forming Neoplatonism and benefiting understanding of how reason 

permeated the Renaissance's art was the study of humanism, which was revived 

from Greco/Roman antiquity. Humanism, like Neoplatonism, re-im·igorated the 

new spirit of reason and learning which occurred during the Renaissance and it 

allowed mankind to redisconr its dignity. 

H umanism and the Return of Reason 

1\lthough the term 'humanism' was coined by the German teacher, Nicthammer in 

1808, it existed in ancient Greek times as h1m1t111ilas, a three-part curriculum called 

the lliriHm (grammar, logic, and rhetoric), and the qHad1i1•il(1J1, a four-part curriculum 

(geometry, arithmetic, astronomy and music). T Tumanitas was also termed the Liberal 

/Iris, denoting no human was free until they had studied the two curriculums. During 

the Renaissance humani sm ,,:as rediscovered and many erudite scholars, Leonardo 

da Vinci, Ivlichelangelo, Baldassare Castiglione (whose portrait Raphael painted, 

and which is analysed in Chapter Four) among them, were all Ycrscd in the Liberal 

. \ r ts. (Fletcher 2006). 

Rice and Grafton (199-t) say Renais sance humanists read newly translated 

m:rnuscnprs of Classical philosophy originally written by Cicero, Plautus, Livy, 

Tacitus, Thucydides, Quintilian , \'itruvius, Plato, and Aristotle, for example, which 

made them aware that solutio ns to many contemporary problems lay in Greco/ 

Roman history. r\ fter reading Plato's RepHblic, for instance, the humanist Lorenzo de 

Medici was inspired by the thought that faith and reason could combine in the form 

of a new secular government working hand in hand with Church authority; Machiavelli 

read Thucydides and wrote his masterpiece The Prince, a guide to political tactics, 

still influential to politician's decision making today; Michelangelo read Vitruvius' 

ten volumed De ArchitectHre which inspired him to create a modern day Greek temple 

for Christian worship - St. Peters in Rome, which he modelled on the Roman temple, 

The Pantheon. Moreover, the Renaissance architect Brunellesch i (1377 - 1446) took 

into account Vitruvius' laws on proportion and Classical form when he designed 
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Florence Cathedral, making him the first architect to construct a vast dome over an 

edifice since 1-lagia Sophia was built in 532, says Johnson (2003). Further, the nude 

in painting and sculpture, venerated in Greco/Roman art but moribund during the 

l\tliddle Ages, was resurrected as a vital component of Renaissance aes thetics. The 

problem of how to reintegrate realism and idealism back into art also found its 

solution from Greek humanist thinking which Renaissance artists adapted. 

Fleming (1991) says the Renaissance poet and humanist, Petrarch (1304 - 1374), 

spent a great deal of his life's work rediscovering and elevating Greco/Roman 

humanist thinkers' ideas which reconciled faith and reason. From Plato and Augus tine 

came Petrarch 's ideas about the relationship between human s and the divine (faith), 

and from Aristotle and Cicero came his ideas of wisdom employed for the public 

good through empirical observation (reason). 

The Greek philosopher Sophocles' fam ous quote ''Ma,!Y are the wonders of the 

}J)Orld, and none so wonderful dS man"was rediscovered by Renaissance humanists helping 

mankind rekindle its digni ty, and fur ther enhanced by Giovanni Pico della l'vlirandola : 

" .. . that man is the intermediary betJ1Jeen creatures, the intimate of the godJ; the king of the 

lower beings, ly the amtC11ess of his senses, l.y the discen,ment of his reason, and 0 the light of 

his intelligence the interpreter o/ J1at11re, the inten•al ue/J11ee11 fixed eternity andjleeli11g time ... 

but little lower than the angels." (Fleming, 1991 ) . 

"Atfan is a mortal hut happy ,god," said 1\lberti (1404 - 72), "heca11se he combines capacity 

fo r virtuous action 111i!h rational 11ndentandi11g. "Cicero had also written: "the true praise of 

11irt11e lies in doing," p rompting 1\lberti to conclude: "man was bon, to be usejitl to man." 

(Rice an d Grafron, 1994) . 

. Adding to this wave of humanist thinking which eleva ted the digni ty o f man, 

H ollister (1994) claims, was Giannozzo Manetti, the Renaissance humanist author 

of 'On the Digni ty and Excellence of Man', who ascertained the world was not 

created for God, as He had no need for it, but for man, God's most perfect work, 

which contained within him the orders of the universe. Marsilio Ficino stipulated 

that because God h ad given mankind such powerful and wonderfully articulate minds 

and bodies, and such a beautiful world to live in, they shouldn't rely on Hirn for 

everything but ought to rely on themselves a little a bit more. 

Humanism, tl1erefore, enabled people to rediscover their dignity in the world by 

bringing together faith and reason and it helped them realise they occupied a special 
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place in it: "God clear/y and especially manifested his wisdom in the creation qf man" said an 

unknown German humanist in 1512, ''making man the link between (the sensible a11d 

intellectual worldi), he endowed him with magnijicent gifis, attnhuting lo him reason and free 

will, a most excellent gift al!d noble vest~ge of that supreme liberty with which God mated all 

things." (Rice and Grafton, 1994). 

E lto n (1963) mentions that since humanis ts regarded their bodies as gifts from 

God and not as a worthless pieces of flesh whose only function was to serve as a 

receptacle to contain the soul during the intermittent period of birth and everlasting 

life in heaven, and since to humanists it was a crime not to utilise the body and mind 

to their maximum potential , their thinking did not sit comfortably with the Church 

theocracy. The humanist method of thinking promised enlightenment, and rewards 

in the here and now and no t in the afterlife, which was particularly problematic to 

the Church's central philosophy which maintained that the way human s lived their 

lives on earth had an inversely proportional effect on their fate beyond the grave. 

Rice and Grafton (1994) speak of Cardinal D ominici, a highly regarded intellectual 

wri ter from the uni\Trsity of Padua who wro te o f humanists: "Th~y were !he imtmment 

11.red lo rormpt politics, religion, fami!y, ed11calion. " 

f'reeman (2005) quotes P saL11 103: 'The earth wasji:xed on itsfomulatiofl, 110/ to be 

moved forever," to clarify how Christians denounced reason as a m eans to finding 

truth if it conflicted with Christian theology. J-\ugmenting the rift which developed 

between humanism and th e Church was the public denouncement made by humanists 

on the way Christianity had been mediated throughout the Nliddle r\ ges, particularly 

its clerical code of conduct - to rebel was a vice, to obey a virtue, says Simon 

(1967) . Humanists saw its intention, designed to inspire fear (of eternal damnation 

in hell) and hope (of an everlas ting life) was wrong. Renaissance humanists, therefore, 

sought the means to combine the Christian faith with their own way of thinking, so 

that past orders of monastic life and codes of chivalry could be exchanged for the 

common good and not personal gain and it is this aspect of compatibility which can 

be seen in Renaissance art. (Simon, 1967). 

These differences between Medieval thinking and Renaissance humanist thinking, 

which manifested themselves in art, lay in the latter's acknowledgement of reason, 

individualism and intellectual ability, and the farmer's of faith, superstition and 

mysticism and divinely ordained feudalism. (During the Middle Ages there existed 
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three orders of mankind: the monk, the knight and the peasant, which was termed 

feudalism). Supporting humanism was Pietro Pomponazzi who said that there was a 

rational explanation for all phenomena in this world, and miracles, angels and demons 

were but figments of the imagination: ~'4/l the effects observed in this lower world, whate!'fr 

the_J, mqy be, hm1e a natural ca11sc, "he said. (Rice and Grafton, 1994). \'<'hich demonstrates 

the switch of thinking taking place from faith to reason, an intellectual transformation 

which became so influential a player on Renaissance art. 

Consolidating reason and faith, idealism and realism, through Neoplatonic and 

humanist ideas and merging them into art was Leon Battista .Alberti. 

The Pursuit of Reason in Art - Leon Battista Alberti 1404 - 72 

,,\lberti serves as a convenient touchstone for analysis of humanist and Neoplatonic 

ideas in Renaissance art as so much of its style and iconography hinges on his rational 

and logical theories. "The arts are leamt i?J' reason and method and tho, are mastered i?J' 

practice" ,.-\lberti advi ses; and reason must be used if the fundamental s of art are to 

be understood says Grace (2000) . ,\lberti had the necessary credentials for integrating 

humani s t and eoplatonist precepts into art . He was educated in classics, 

mathematics, and Church canon law, and extremely well -read in philosophy, science 

and che arts. He wrote books on love and satire, religion, law, ethics, mathematics, 

moral philosophy, science and antiquity, architecture, and sociopolitical conditions, 

and he formulated extensive theories on beauty, proportion, geometry, and Classical 

architecture. He, therefore, epitomises the qualities of virtu (virtuosi()' - where both 

mind and body were united) and he maintained all artists should have these qualities 

as a necessity. 

In Florence ; \lberti had the chance to admire the works of the Renaissance 

architect Brunelleschi, and the artists Masaccio and Donatello, themselves inspired 

from Classical antiquity. They convinced him that idealism and realism in Greco/ 

Roman art should be studied and revived, so he campaigned for an elimination of 

all traces of the Gothic symbolic style from Italian art and architecture. He read 

Cicero ardently, and his references and standards for the Renaissance's art Alberti 

took from Greek Classical painters, like Parrhasius, for instance, from the late 5th 

and early 4th Century BC. (Grace, 2000). 

In 1435 he published his book, Della Pictura, ('On Painting') a treatise on painting 
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based on humanist ideas, themselves appropriated from the Roman writer Vitruvius' 

De_ 1rchiter/11re. \'(!ritten in Della Pict11ra are Alberti's rational i<leals for Renaissance 

art which he dcri,·cd from Classical art, namely, mathematical order, dignity, calm, 

and nobility. These rational exponents he combined with the corrective study from 

life, and a deep Christian divinity. In this way he integrated faith and reason in 

Renaissance art. (Greenstein, 1997). 

Alberti divided Della Picl11ra into three parts: the first deals with perspective and 

mathematics, the second and third parts arc referred to as the I lisloria and describe 

his formula for painting and architecture. Within Histo,ia were his rational precepts 

on painting which were to have a huge impact on the Renaissance's art. Such things 

as form, composition, colour, types of poses, figure combinations and appropriate 

gestures had such an incredible influence on art, they were to make up the basis of 

the formula which decided between success ful and failed artists for the next four 

centuries. ,\ s well as presentation within art he gave guidance in subject matter -

artists should be <le,·oted to Classical studies looking for ancient themes, especially 

allegorical content, because the Greeks had <lone so. (Grace, 2000). 

,\k in to ancient Creek artists ,\lberti acknowledged absolute beauty as a 

prerequisite to artistic Yalue. r Ic had three major principles of defining absolute 

beauty in picture making: C'irmmsaiptio11 (drawing and line); Composition (putting parts 

together); Recep!io11 (o f light). The highest achie,·ement in painting was to create a 

I lisloria (a narrative painting, which, similarly to Pol ykleiros' Canon, ga,·e both 

inrcllcctual satisfaction an<l visual stimulation), but the supreme skill was the ability 

to make objects appear in relief using perspective construction and light. like a real 

sculpture . .:\rtists were instructed to copy Classical statues to learn about light and 

shade, and to create contrasts in tone (called chiaroscuro). T [is aim was to bring back 

realism and idealism by having artists paint as true to life as possible, as though 

looking through a glass window or at a mirror, with emphasis on the facility of 

illusionistic skill. The Renaissance artists Masaccio and Piero dclla Francesca fulfil 

this although the latter with more subtlety and expressiveness, Leonardo da Vinci 

goes further with his sjumato (smoke) where he modulated areas from dark to light 

with no clear edges. (Fleming (1991). 

Alberti recommended a use of colour, rather than the Byzantine tradition of 

gilding (application of thin layers of beaten gold called 'gold leaf'), where "white 
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adds cheerfulness, red next to green or blue makes each other more handsome". He 

advised the bones of the model be drawn first, then muscles, before placing drapery 

on top - Leonardo da Vinci and Jvlichelangelo took his advice to heart and dissected 

human bodies so as to find out how it worked as a system says Fleming (1991). 

Because the Greeks had stressed the importance of mathematics in training the 

mind, a mathematical and scientific outlook became an influential component for 

Renaissance artists educated through Alberti's I-listoria. T he philosophy of a 

mathematical origin of the universe, (as advocated by Plato and Pythagoras' theory 

that a rational order exists in nature, and Polykleitos' mathematical Canon which 

stipulated man was the measure of all things), inspired Renaissance artists to idealise 

form from a mathematical order. Artists like Piero della Francesca (Baptism of Chrirt) 

and Michelangelo (The Sistine Chapel Ceili11i) used geometry in their search for ideal 

beauty and since geometry forms the basis of foreshortening and perspec tive it was 

used to achi eve reali sm according to .Alberti's formula . (Greenstein , 1997). 

In short a good H isloria '-"i ll have: 

Vaiiery - colour, ages, sexes, movements, (but without repetition). 

Digni91 and Reslmi11t - very few figures (9 or 10 at mos t). 

J\.Jodes!J and Decenry - cover ob scene or ugly parts, hide disfigurements. 

Composition - well o rdered , grouped, no t sca ttered, calm. 

Gesture and Groupings ojjigures - ordered groupings, variety of p oses; effective 

ges tural and facial express ion s evoking a response from the v iewer. 

Space - perspective; objects n eed to be as realistic as the original. 

Light and Shade - chiaroscuro used to m odel form . 

Colour - used rationally, not indiscriminately 

Harmonious Proportions - decided by using geometric and mathematical ratios. 

Geometry - the basis of all beauty. 

Classical A rchitecture - Greco/ Roman which he separated into five different 

orders. 

r lncienl Literature Themes - the most important and noblest of all subject 

matter. 

Education - an artist must be erudite. 

Beau!)! - is decided by: the mind (intellectual ability to understand order, 
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proportion and harmony; artistic judgement based on reason, not taste). 

The Hand - (techniques); 

Nature (reason as opposed to the spiritual and Godly as emphasised in 

Gothic art). 

If a picture has all these it will hold your attention, give pleasure and 

emotion. 

The Use of Figures - Figures were used to attract the attention of the viewer 

and engage his interest: 

The lead in Jig11re - he leads the viewer into the painting. 

The gazingfigure - establishes eye contact, acknowledging the viewer. 

The poi11ti11gflgure - points to an important part of the painting. 

The banier jigure - separates the viewer from the action. 

The choric.fig"re - an onlooker. 

The brcomingjigl{re - indicates through actions and gestures how the viewer 

should respond. (Grace, :2000). 

To gain an appreciation of Alberti's impact on Renaissance art, one need look no 

further than Raphael's School of Athens which makes an excellent course of study. 

Alberti's ideas permeated architecture too. His book on architecture, in which he 

wrote about ideas on drawing, mathematics, materials, and m ethods of construction, 

formed a fundamental guide for the next five hundred years and inspired the design 

of tens of thousands of Classically-inspired buildings the world over. A building's 

design, he postulated, should be influenced by its function, a key architectural 

concept still with us today says Johnson (2003). 

Reason penetrated Renaissance art and architecture through Alberti's rational 

precepts, and it was an influential catalyst for the change in style and attitude which 

occurred. Perhaps the most important impact this change had on art is seen in new 

artistic devices inspired by reason, for example, the mathematical systems of 

perspective, foreshortening and new ideas in architecture. 
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_] ohnson (:2003) says if there was one discovery which acknowledged and exemplified 

the part played by reason during the Renaissance's great revival in art, it must be 

perspective. So instrumental was the invention of perspecti\·e, it had as much effect 

on human s' perception of the world during the Renaissance as Einstein's theory of 

Relativity has had on our own time, adds Johnson (2003). \"X'ith perspecti\·e realism 

in art made a dramatic return. It actually made things, (whether a Madonna, an 

angel or saint), part of this world and not symbolically in the next, and it included 

the viewers, making them feel more of a part of the picture by imply;ng it was their 

viewpoint from which the scene was being observed. Most importantly perhaps, 

perspective's adherence to a mathematical calculation system meant it was an excellent 

conceptual device to demonstrate how reason could interpret an illusion of reality. 

Incidentally, this discovery of implied space has been used by Hart (1977) as a 

parallel to the gradual expansion into actual space, beginning with Columbus' 

discovery of America in 1492 and the circumnavigation of the world in 1525, events 

directly linked with Western E uropeans' realisation that reason and mathematics 
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Alber/i's Mathematical J),stem of Perspective (sourced from Cole, 1993) 

held the key to global expansion and progress. These concepts can be analysed 

through Holbein's Ambassadors in Chapter Four. 

Perspective allows the artist to present a three dimensional scene onto a flat 

surface. It was pioneered by Brunelleschi and Alberti who gave artists the 

mathematical means in this branch of arithmetic. Alberti thought perspective in 

painting should help represent:" ... an open window through which the subject painted 

is to be seen." 

Perspective approximates the way the human eye actually interprets reality but 

on ly from a singl e view point and only from one eye. Before Brunelleschi's and 

Alberti's innntion artists haJ discovered many of the concepts of defining space 

but they lacked the mathematical system which ensured a perfect rendition. Greco / 

Roman artists, for example, studied optics (the study of the laws of sight) and 

formulated many theories closely related to perspective's own laws and the classical 

writer Vitruvius wrote of an optical system for defining three dimensional space 

where all lines met at a fix ed central point. 

But it was Alberti who solved the problem. He wrote about the "best method" 

of perspective in his 1435 treatise On Painting. According to Cole (1992) Alberti's 

system's measurement is based on the height of a man (three 'braccia' or six feet 

tall) . He drew a rectangle and divided its base into units of one 'braccia'. Then he 

made his vanishing point three braccia high from the centre of the base and joined 

the braccia divisions on the base line to the vanishing point with 'orthogonal' lines. 

This he termed 'linear perspective'. 

When painting landscapes where there are no straight lines 'linear perspective' 

cannot work, therefore, artists relied on 'atmospheric perspective' which relies on 

colour and light to create the illusion of space. Leonardo da Vinci was the first to 
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Pcnpecti11e Foreshortening (sourced from Cole, 1993) 

use the term 'a tmospheric ' or 'aerial' perspec tive and he demonstrates the technique 

in Virgin o/ the Rocks 1508. The atmosphere's dust and mois ture has the abili ty to 

reflect and ab sorb light and this is most pronounced at ground level causing distant 

obj ec ts to fade and become pale. This phenomena has the least effect on blue light, 

thus, the sky and distant obj ects appear blue says Cole 1 (992). 

Foreshortening 

Johnson (2003) claims perspective and foreshortening demonstrate the effects of 

reason penetrating Renaissance art. Foreshortening is another variation of perspectiYe. 

A long form appears shortened in a picture when using the device. It is created by 

using geometry, applying perspective, and adding light for tonal modelling, and colour 

to increase the illusion of projection . It was used to heighten the drama and emotion 

with impact, it also enhanced realism through giving the illusion of a deeper space 

and extra relief to forms. 

Following Alberti's lead in bringing reason into art through studying human 
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anatomy, the laws of perspective and foreshortening, and Greco/Roman precepts 

of art and architecture, (proportion, geometry, mathematics) and by reading ancient 

literature (Horace, Ovid, Virgil and Homer for example), and by adhering to humanist 

and Neoplatonist philosophies provided Renaissance artists with inspiration much 

more lavish and varied than those offered by the Church alone, as a result art during 

the Renaissance suddenly come alive. 

Reason's influence on New Subjects in Art and Architecture 

After .r\lberti's Histo,ia no longer was art's purpose solely to convey meaning of the 

scriptures symbolically as it had done in the 1vf.iddle Ages, it was now used to show 

and represent life and the real world. Human desires, gods and goddesses and a 

panoply of exciting stories of dramatic and heroic events facilitated artistic expression 

which went beyond the rigid conventions of Byzantine and Medieval symbolic art. 

(Smith, 1992). 

Often specific details and meanings of Bible stories were integrated with anciem 

philosophy: I\Iichel angclo 's Sislim Chapel Ceiling and Piero della Francesca's Baptism 

rf Chris/ arc cases in point. 1\l so, painters like Botticelli adapted pagan myths and 

legends into his artworks, in for example, The Birth of Venus and Primrmra. Classical 

am! pagan iconography was appropriated into religious statues first (Donatello's 

Da1 1id was the first) and secondly to paintings and architecture, where classical 

prototypes were adapted and consolidated into a religious context. (Fleming, 1991). 

These new areas in art can be analysed as symptoms of reason coalescing and 

permeating culture in Renaissance Italy. It is a common misnomer that the emphasis 

on class ical culture, the love of nature and acknowledgement of the dignity of 

man, diminished religious faith, but this is not true. J\ humanist's piety, for instance, 

and acquiescence to reason, may be analysed in Renaissance church architecture 

say Rice and Grafton (1994). Because a church is the house of God, many 

Ren aissance architects wanted to reflect His perfection in its design and they 

accomplished this by looking back to ancient Greek aesthetic ideas and integrated 

them with Alberti's theories on harmony and geometry. To Alberti and the ancient 

Greeks perfection was synonymous with geometry because geometry can define 

perfection in harmony and proportion says Fleming (1991). A circle's simplicity, 

uniformity and equality, for example, was interpreted as the most perfect of all 
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Donato Bramante The Tempie/to 

(1444 - 1514) 

shapes by ancient Greek philosophers, 

so with 1\lberti 's reconciliation of 

Greco/Roman ideas it was used as the 

principal format of design fo r a church. 

The Tempietto by D onato Bramante is 

one such adaptation of a pagan temple 

for Christian use, as is l\1ichelangelo's 

St. Peters. Through Tempietto's design - of 

the utmost simplici ty, perfec tion and 

proportion - A lberti's theories o n 

serenity, balance and beau ty are 

achieved says J ohn son (2003). 

Conclusion: The Rebirth of Reason in Art 

Artists had campaigned relentlessly ro represent the Liberal Arts whose lofry pursuits 

were deemed suitable and proper only for the erudite elite. Since ancient times this 

humanist curriculum was rarely associated with the ilk of mere artisans - (s tonemasons 

and woodcarvers and the like), who, had always belonged to the subordinate 

Mechanical Arts b ecause they relied on their hands and not their minds for a living. 

T hroughout the Middle r\ ges people had their position in the hierarchy of feudal 

society and artists had to be content with their place near the bottom, labelled as 

manual craftsmen. But during the Renai ssance artists studied humanism and 

Neoplatonism and the boundaries shifted. Artists became important members of 

society, associated with theorists, and intellectuals, and their powers of reason and 

knowledge were sought after by popes, kings and emperors. Leonardo da Vinci, for 

example, was employed as a military engineer by the infamous Pope's son, Cesare 

Borgia, and Botticelli was patronised by the hwnanist Lorenzo di Pierfrancesco de 

Medici. (Hartt, 1977). In this respect the return of reason had the capacity to advance 

an artist's social status. 

Donatello's nude bronze, David, of 1440, was the first cast bronze, freestanding 

nude statue since ancient Greece and Rome to show the reconciliation of their 
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D onatello David 1430 

D onatello St. George 1415 

ideas in a Christian subject. Donatello appropriated Polykleitos' contrapposto pose 

and the Greek method of casting called 'lost wax process'. Fleming (1991) writes 

the technique and style reflect Greek reason in art, especially realism and idealism, 

and can be read as a symptom of reason penetrating Renaissance culture. Moreover, 
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Levey (1967) says Davirfs self-assuredness mirrors the confidence infiltrating the 

Renaissance. 

Equally exemplary, and just as compelling a symbol of the return to reason in a 

Christian subject, but this time in stone, was Donatello's St. George. Compared to 

the static, elongated, sober and solemn Medieval sculptures cluttering dozens of 

cathedrals around Europe which were symbolic rather than ideal or realistic, St. 

George is tactile and animated, bristling with energy and vitality, brimming with 

vigour, expression, emotion and life. His creased eyebrows and furrowed forehead 

portray nervous tension and energy and he is so fresh with such disconcertingly real 

human features and feelings. Look at the individual expression of bewilderment, 

the anxiety and puzzled air, as if he is aware of danger without actually seeing the 

dragon. Marvel at Donatello's power of observation and eye for detail, and the real 

sense of a body w-ith bone and muscle underneath that leather and metal armour. 

J\11 this might be symptomatic to the rekindling of reason . Donatello was able to do 

this by following Alberti's formula and Greco/Roman canons and he combines them 

with a religious subject adds Levey (1967). 

Donatello's inaugural art\vorks which demon strate a return to G rcco/Roman 

precepts of realism and idealism, and his adherence to _,-\lberti's rules and regulations 

in art, combined with Christian theology set the precedent for other artists to follow. 

The next chapter will analyse in depth eight Renaissance artists who took their cue 

from Donatello and Alberti which led to unprecedented innovation and vitality in 

Renaissance art . 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

RENAISSANCE: THE ART OF FAITH AND REASON 

How can selected works illustrate the influence of philosophy and 

religion in Renaissance art? 

An in-depth analysis of art works from eight key artists, which act as a 

vehicle for better art history teaching and learning. 

The first thing a person should ask when looking at an art work, mentions Johnson 

(2003), is to enguire why it was made. Here, an attempt is made to answer this 

question through analysing the twin concepts of faith and reason by exploring the 

Renaissance arti sts Giotto, Masaccio, Piero della Francesca, Botticelli, Leonardo da 

Vinci, i\'.Uchelangelo, Raphael and Holbein. Because many of their works exemplify 

the shift from faith orientated I\tiddle Ages to the era of reason which infiltrated the 

Renaissance, they act as a mirror or window into the thought of the time and through 

them adults can be taught to look below the surface and discover the truth hidden, 

buried beneath a veneer of symbolism and complicated iconography. 

For example, when adults arc taught to look, Renaissance art works can show 

how the influence of antiquity's idealism and realism, philosophy, reason and sub

jects combined with Alberti's formulae to produce a new kind of art which reflects 

the merging of the twin axioms of faith and reason. Having realised this, adults can 

then be in a position to understand that when faith and reason came together the 

supreme level of genius apparent in many Renaissance art works is the result. 

The Renaissance paintings studied in this chapter have a specific subject with a 

meaningful message for adult students to unravel. Faith influenced subjects from 

the Bible or stories inspired from Greek and Roman mythology are no longer as 

familiar to contemporary adult audiences as they might have been to Renaissance 
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allegories within deep and abstract layers of meaning. Having learned to look and 

not merely see, (there is a profound difference) through studying an adult education 

programme, such as the one outlined in this thesis, they should be capable of reach

ing deep levels of learning. Alberti said an ideal picture, a Historia, should provide 

intellectual satisfaction and visual stimulation and adhering to his definition of 'virtu' 

(uniting both mind and body) by studying the following works of art the adult stu

dent will understand what he meant by this. (Cumming 1995) . 

The art works chosen here stand out from many others because they have the 

ability to speak beyond just their own era, they continue to communicate relevant 

facts, like the importance of faith and reason, which transcend the boundaries o f 

time. Take, for example, Giotto, considered by Cumming (1995) as the founder of 

modern painting and o f Renaissance's art in general. Giotto's art, continues Cumming 

(1995), is symbolic of the turning point of Western civilization. Because he encap

sulates the flavour o f the zeitgeist so succinctly, he is an ideal artist for adults to 

study how faith and reason influenced art during the era. He broke away from the 

1v1iddle Ages' Byzantine style and introduced a new dimension into art. 

Giotto di Bonndone 1 '270 - 1337 

\"'\iith the emergence o f humanism and Neoplatonic philosophy during the Renais

sance and (late r) with th e aid o f Alberti's ideas on 'virtuosity' there was a move 

toward making tru th and reason more access ible in art, th erefore, artists like Giotto 

began to paint lifelike renditions with greater appeal through a more realistic por

trayal introducing a larger degree of modelling, emotion and drama than had been 

accomplished during the Midc.Ue Ages. Giotto shows this through a wide variety in 

figure groupings and gestures; ordered, geometrical composition; light and shade to 

depict form; and a balanced colour scheme, all of which, Cumming (1995) says, 

marks the stamp of Alberti 's reason penetrating the Renaissance's art. 

In trying to represent on a flat surface the illusion of three-dimensional reality, 

and by placing an objective analysis of nature (anticipating Alberti's influence of 

'virtu' consisting of mental and physical processes) as well as what Alberti termed 

'spiritual or Godly' processes (signifying faith) , and by treating the picture as a win

dow or mirror, he achieves a realism in his pictures which points to a brand new way 

of perceiving mankind's place in the world; in this capacity Giotto's art epitomises 
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this revolutionary time. (Grace, 2000). 

Prior to Giotto's inn ovative interpretation in painting, sculpture had taken prec

edence, its three dimensionality was exploited many times in countless cathedrals 

and churches dotting Europe's landscape. A painter naturally has more difficulty in 

rendering space than a sculptor as the latter need not worry about foreshortening, 

perspective, light and shade, nor modelling. Later it would become Alberti's quest 

to transcend the gap between sculpture and painting, but Giotto had already taken 

the helm. He showed how paint could be used to make the world look real. Thuillier 

(2002). Giotto's contemporary, Boccaccio, wrote : " ... he was able 1vith his brush to 

depict a'!J'lhiHg created ~y nature lo the point of deception. I-le thus recovered that art that had 

lain buried Jor centuries became of the errors of some who painted more for the sake of delight

ing the ~yes of the ,~~norant than of satisfjing the judgement qf the know!edgeahle." (Jan son, 

1972). 

Giotto was able to do these reYolutionary feat s in art because he built form by 

modulating light and shade \Vith chiaroscuro, which enabled him to create motifs 

which looked startlingly real and true to life. His scenes are usually lit from the front 

and the action presented parallel to the picture frame with each figure engaging the 

Yiewer in a variety of ways. He created a deeper penetration of space, augmented 

through a 'stage-set' and enhanced by a rudimentary perspective scheme which 

gave viewers the awareness, as they approached the scene, that they could step into 

it and become part of the picture. Thus, Giotto makes the viewer a participant in 

the event, identifying with the multifarious emotions evoked through gesture and 

expression . His lifelike figures show a greater emphasis of observed anatomy and 

proportion, and combined with their feeling and emotion they evoke a real human 

presence which replaces Medieval symbolic ideology. No longer is the picture an 

eternal symbol where everything had its own place in the hierarchy of in1portance. 

Now it is a real moment in time. (Corrain, 1995). 

The Lamentation 1305 

Here is evidence of Giotto's evocation of a persuasive sense of reality brought 

about through him adhering to Greco/Roman and Alberti's aesthetic ideas. Thus, 

through a landscape backdrop and overlapping figures he creates a veristic perception 

of space, and his facial gestures arouse empathy, and chiaroscuro delineates form. 
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Giotto The Lamentation 1305 

His unique compositional device of a stage set, complete with bisec ting diagonals, 

where all components in the picture balance precisely, accompanied by innovative 

foreshortening add to the realistic effect. This is all so different from the Middle 

Age's pictures (for example, the illustrated E ntombment) which, in comparison, appear 

static, awkward, wooden and rigid, and the protagonist, once again, is the infiltration 

of reason into art. 

Middle Age audiences, for example would probably have laughed at St. John's 

dramatically foreshortened hand thinking it was glued on to his head, they would 

not have realised this hand is implicit for the judgement of depth, allowing the 

viewer to gauge space between the figure and the background. Giotto balances 
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John's flung back arms ,vith those of the 

figure on the left which lends an animated 

balance to the work. He evokes emotion 

through a variety of expressions, gestures 

and body postures, all of which are painted 

with credible conviction . Each of the 

figures' physiognomy expresses a slightly 

different representation of sorrow and 

despair, culminating in the angels' 

harrowing angst. Every person is a separate 

individual, distinct in age and unique in 

personality, with his own role to play in 

the drama. St. John's \vildly flaying arms, 

for instance, befit his youth and impetuous 

character as described in the Bible, and 

his reactions, peculiar only to him, contrast 

Anon T~ntombme11t 1250 - 1300 

with the stoic composure and inner grief of the t\vo older men on the right. 1\11 this 

variety helps make the story a little m ore plausible, persuasive, real and truthful, 

and above all beautijid in the sense Alberti would later interpret the word. By applying 

these rational principles into his art Giotto has managed to arouse a strong spiritual 

presence, neatly bringing together faith and reason. (Janson, 1972). 

Look at how Giotto places every participant with discerning precision. The central 

figure s form a circle which keeps the eye active as it moves from one to another, 

right to left. See how the stark vertical drapery lines and the hunched mourners 

frozen in misery lend the composition stability, and marvel at the compositional 

design in the armature of rock which bisects the entire composition neatly into 

celestial and terrestrial halves, forcing the viewers' line of vision into the most 

important focus, Christ. To the ancient Greek philosophers geometry was the source 

of all beauty and here Giotto demonstrates that principle. (Grace, 2000). 

Faith's influence is conspicuous in the subject and in the desolate background on 

to which Giotto painted a leafless tree suggesting that even nature is mourning the 

death of Christ. In the Scriptures we are told 'The Tree of Knowledge of Good and 

Evil' withered after Adam and Eve's original sin only to be revived after Christ's 
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Figm"l's are mra11ged lo flt info a A diagonal splits the composition 
neatly i11 !1110 a/estial a11d 

The participa11/} li11es of vision 
force the vie111er lo ]oms on Ch,isl, 

ultimate sacrifice. On closer inspection leaves sprout from its branches, confirming 

Christ's resurrection has brought hope for humanity. Cumming (1995) interprets 

this resurgence of life as a symbol of reason budding and permeating E uropean 

society after the Dark .r\ges. 

Giotto's re turn to a similar realistic style of Greco / Roman ar t, particularly 

noticeable in his d escription of draper y, lends the figures undern eath solidity, 

m onumen tali ty and weight adding to the three-dimensional effect. N o longer arc 

they static, burly an d squat t [edieval figures, graded in si:-'.e according to their 

hierarchical importance, G io tto abandons this for v igour and animated clarity, and 

by incorporating a landscape he replaces th e standard f1at gilded background of 

Byzantium. Qanson , 1972). 

Also revolutionary is the picture's size. Abandoning the practice of small -scale 

manuscript painting, G iotto paints life- size. We don't rea d this painting like th e 

il1ustrated Medieval pic ture, the eye relating one detail to the next, here we cannot 

help but take it all in at once, the strong grouping of figures and the large simple 

forms allows this. (Gombrich, 1995). 

The Lamentation has come down to us, says Cumming (1995) as a symbol of faith 

and reason pervading Renaissance Italy - it is an exemplary example of empirical art 

brought about through returning to Greco/Roman principles of realism and idealism, 

humanism and Neoplatonism which were guided by reason. 

A lthough Cumming (1995) refers to Giotto as the artist who brought new 

dimensions into art, his figures lack convincing verisimilitude. For an authentic 

resemblance of actuality in painting, incorporating idealism and realism to a greater 

capacity, the Renaissance had to wait for another hundred years, until the arrival of 
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Masaccio. 

Masaccio 1401 - 1428 

Masaccio's harmony, unity and balance of composition, his naturalism and modelling 

of form in lifelike three dimensions using chiaroscuro, and his use of the device of 

perspective, (he was the first artist to use perspective convincingly, with scientific 

accuracy) make him, with Giotto, the vanguard artist who returned reason into art. 

(Beckett, 1996). 

Fleming (1991) says Masaccio was the first to fully realise the possibilities the 

mathematical system of perspective offered painting, and because of his innovative 

application of the device, art and perception were revolutionised. So credible is 

Masaccio's illusion of space when using the technique, Cumming (1995) says Vasari 

literally thought there was a hole in the wall when he saw his painting, The Trinity. 

That perspective denotes reason is exemplified by its reliance on geometry which in 

turn requires a sound knowledge of mathematics. Geometry, said ,'\lberti, taking his 

cue from the ancient theories of Platonic philosophy and humanism, creates the 

perfect harmony of proportion which is beauty itself. (Rice and Grafton, 1994). 

F.ven the nails which pierce Christ's hands, in The Tn.ni{y are drawn in accurate 

linear perspective, as too are the halos which adorn the participants' heads - no 

longer arc they reminiscent of saucers, but veristic components which appear to 

move in unison with the figure says Fleming (1991 ). 

The Trinity 1425 

fasaccio's figures seem so tangible and tactile because,Janson (197'2) says he wanted 

to show us exactly how the body is put together, how all the muscles and joints 

hinge, link and work in unison like a system akin to Polykleitos' Canon. With 

Masaccio the shape and form of the bodies beneath their clothes can be seen, and 

this particularly close and exacting scrutiny of realism had not been accomplished 

with such facility since Greco/Roman days. Following Alberti's lead, he tl1ought of 

the figures first, then draped cloth over them; he literally started from within and 

worked his way out, and to do this he had to study how cloth behaved when it was 

hung over a human body and how the human body behaved when hung from a 

cross. Adult students can look at the suspended Jesus and observe how convincing 
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Masaccio The Triniry 1425 
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Orthogonal pmpediue 
uecton· meet their 
ua11ishi11g point 

is every bone; how realistically rendered is 

every muscle; they will be able to notice 

how everything anatomical is in its right 

place and marvel at the way all the details 

click together like clockwork. (Beckett, 

1996). 

The Triniry is probably the last painting 

Masaccio worked on and is therefore 

considered by Cumming (1995) as his most 

mature, successful and rational work . 

Accompanying Masaccio's rational 

observation of empirical reality is a 

profound spiritual presence. Revealed are 

the Trinity, (Father, the Son and the Holy 

Spirit), this last as an incandescent white clove. These figures are geometrically 

arranged into a pyramid, and they bisect a second inverted pyramid of Christ on the 

cross. Nfasaccio's meticulous compositional arrangement follows the ancient standard 

of mathematical and geometric structure in art revitalised by Alberti. 

Orthogonal perspective vectors (still visibly inscribed into the plaster surface) 

meet their vanishing-point exactly between the two donors at the base of the cross, 

coinciding with the small mound of earth, a symbolic representation of the hill of 

Golgotha. Squares of the coffered vault also recede into space creating a convincing 

illusion helped by the overlapping of form . (Cumming, 1995). 

Only after a recent cleaning was ,!-\dam's skeleton, which personifies mankind's 

sins, revealed. Previously it had lain hidden, covered over with layers of paint, 

varnish and grime. It is, however, an integral part of the composition, which fuses 

together the theme of reason ( evident in the realism, perspective and geometrical 

structure) and faith (with Christ's crucifixion mankind's redemption is complete). 

The skeleton is accompanied by a poignant reminder of our own mortality, written 

in Italian: IO FU GIA QUEL CHE VOI SIETE E QUEL CHIO SON VOI ANCO 

SARETE, "I was once that which you are, and that which I am you also will be. " An apt 

testimony of faith which implies mankind's ingenuity and reason are worthless in 

relation to death, the great leveller. (Beckett, 1996). 
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By clever assimilation the figures form a hierarchy of importance extending not 

only upward but inward too - starting at ground level and therefore the base of the 

hierarchy, the skeleton, and finishing at the top, God. On the second level are the 

kneeling donors, two members of the Lenzi family, Domenico (died 1427) and his 

wife; it was they who commissioned the work by donating art to the Church to 

annul the sinful act of trading in money (an incidence of faith holding back reason). 

Moving up and back, the Virgin and St. John the Evangelist on either side of the 

cross stand in contrapposto poses. God forms the highest and innermost level 

demonstrating the importance of faith . He is the only figure worthy of a full frontal 

pose and connects all five levels together. Moreover, Christ becomes the link between 

the material (reason) and spiritual (faith) worlds says Levey (1967). 

1vlasaccio epitomises Alberti's concept of 'virtu' through his skill in realism, and 

his mathematical schemes of perspective and geometric compositional structures 

abide by 1\lberti 's 1-/islrnia. These are incorporated within a devout subject revealing 

the extent faith and reason had penetrated art by his time. Taking these elements a 

step further was Piero della Francesca. 

Piero della Francesca 1415 - 1492 

The extent to which Piero dclla Francesca integrated reason into art is revealed by 

Cumming (1995) who tel ls us he virtually rewrote Alberti's principles of perspective 

and composed theories on the geometry of the cube, sphere, cone, cylinder and 

polyhedron. Johnson (2003) mentions he did more to spread the ancient Greek 

mathematician Euclid's geometry than any other person, and that he wrote a number 

of trear.ises including De Prospectiva Pingendi explaining the mathematical rules of 

perspective. 

Mathematics and geometry were paramount in Piero dell a Francesca's art because 

his compulsion was to create a beautiful work of art by combining the abstract ,vith 

the pictorial, the conceptual with the perceptual, a subjective view with an obj ective 

one, in a bid to combine faith with reason, all of which Alberti had stipulated in his 

1-J istoria. 

Often in his work, large areas of coloured shapes are juxtaposed to create 

geometrical patterns and a significant proportion is given to white, which, as Johnson 

(2003) correctly points out, creates a pleasing, uncluttered surface which is deliberately 
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Piero Della Francesca The Baptism of Christ 1450 
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conceived. There is no fuss, no unnecessary filler; everything has a succinct reason 

for being there in his static, rational, utterly logical paintings. 

He was infatuated with the Golden Section, which assumes that when a line is 

divided the smaller part is to the greater as the greater is to the whole at a ratio of 

approximately 8:13. (Smith, 1992). He understood it as the 'divine proportion' 

because since ancient times it was presumed to be the key to the harmony of the 

heaYens and a measuring device God had used when He created the world adds 

Beckett (1996). Thus reason and faith are consolidated into art. 

Also in Piero della Francesca's work and symptomatic of the profound change 

111 faith and reason which took place during the Renaissance is the emergence of 

landscape backgrounds rather than the traditional gilded background. The popularity 

of landscapes in painting during the fifteenth century is yet another symptom of the 

shift toward reason: follmving Alberti, artists' involvement with humanism led them 

away from symbolism into realism and idealism by examining and inYestigating the 

empirical world around them mentions Smith (1992). 

The elements mentioned above refer to Piero deila Francesca's return of reason 

during the Renaissance, and his adherence to Neoplatonic philosophy, humanism 

and Alberti's theories are succinctly encapsulated with faith into the art work The 

Baptism of Christ. 

The Baptism of Christ 1450 

This picture is useful for adults to study how the reconciliation of faith and reason 

permeated the Renaissance and affected its art because its spiritual message is 

designed with intricate mathematical precision in proportion and perspective which 

eYokes an intellectual impact. The Golden Section, for example, is incorporated 

into the composition, and Beckett (1996) informs us the whole is set against a 

geometrical grid of three equidistant horizontals and four verticals. Alberti regarded 

geometry, with its perfect balance and proportion, tantamount to beauty, and here 

Piero deila Francesco supports that claim. The ancient formula of configuration in 

the circle and square is meticulously worked out in his painting. Platonic philosophy 

denoted a square represented the earth and reason, and a circle was symbolic of 

heaven and faith. In this art work a circle slots neatly into the top half and a square 

in the lower. Rice and Grafton (1994) mention that Neoplatonic philosophers 
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regarded the circle as the noblest and most 

beautiful of all shapes , because its 

uniformity and equality mirrored God. 

Renaissance humanists agreed with th e 

ancient Greek assumption that the circle 

formed the apogee of all shapes, its 

symmetry and simplicity mirrored God's 

perfection says Johnson (2003) \vhich is 

why it feature s prominently in church 

architecture. 

Part of Plato's idealist philosophy 

s tipulated re ality wa s an imperfect 

reflection of the ' idea' found in heaYen , 

and th at behind reality 's disorder lay a 

perfect world responsible for controlling 

it; and I\risto tlc's philosophy on realism 

st re sse d the need to stu d y empirical 

phenomena to ga in an understanding of 

reali ty says H ollister (199-1-). Realism is evident in the detail s of nature: the sublime 

vista, the meticul ously painted leaves, the anaromically precise fi gures , and th e 

refl ection o f the distant mountains in the river J ordan all o f which were recorded 

from direct observational studies and then rendered as fact into the picture. A 

convincing landscape in all its naturalism, in stantly recognisable as the sun-drenched 

and windswept landscape o f the hilly country around the artist's home town of 

Bargo S Sepolcro (the towers are visible behind Christ) adds to the realism. Here 

the dexterous Piero della Francesca uses aerial perspective adeptly and he leads the 

eye far back into the picture space by cleverly contrasting the pale figures and tree 

trunk against the darker tones of the distant hillside demonstrating chiaroscuro. As 

in most of his works, a pervading cool light contributes to the perspective as it 

bleaches out colours in the distance. All this shows how acquainted Piero della 

Francesco was with Aristotle's philosophy on realism, but he was also an extremely 

devout man and this is shown by the circle and the religious subject which gives the 

picture an idealist slant. 
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Beckett (1996) tells us that Piero della Francesca deliberately intended us to 

read this painting with reference to finding God. He is everywhere in the picture, in 

the tree (His body resembles the tree trunk), in the sky and in the dove. Even the 

division of the picture into three, foreground, middle ground and distance is 

synonymous with the Trinity. Thus, faith and reason are coalesced into an art work. 

Adding to the realistic effect are the angels, Christ, and John the Baptist who 

stand in contrapposto poses appropriated from Polykleitos' Canon. Of the three 

angels, the one nearest the tree establishes eye contact with the viewer, following 

A.lberti's idea on the use of 'gazing' figures in painting, the left-hand angel is the 

'pointing figure' who leads our eye to the important event, and the middle angel is 

an onlooker, the 'choric figure'. Their three different hairstyles, three colours and 

three poses demonstrate Alberti's principle of variety in pose, gesture and colour 

amiably, and further clarify the concept of the Trinity. (Cumming, 1995). 

Depicted is the penultimate moment of Christ's baptism by John the Baptist in 

the river Jordan, when God's divine spirit, personified as a white dove, is about to 

enter the body of His son, rendered unconventionally as a rustic Tuscan farmer. 

The scene is being observed by four Byzantine prelates, identified by their costumes 

as they stroll solemnly in the background. They make an ominou s additi on, 

coincidentally congruent \,1th future events: Constantinople was sacked in 1433 by 

the Turks (three years after this picture's completion) and her scholars fled to Italy, 

taking with them rare Classical manuscripts and important ideas, which had a direct 

bearing on the humanising of the Renaissance. (Cumming, 1995). 

Piero della Francesca's painting fuses reason, in the form of £\lberti's mathematical, 

geometric and intellectual ideas, and Neoplatonic and humanist philosophy, with 

faith in the form of a devout subject. The next artist used to analyse faith and 

reason in Renaissance art works, Botticelli, is worthwhile for adult students to study 

because he grafted pagan subject matter and iconography into a religious setting. 

Botticelli 1445 - 1516 

Amongst Botticelli's patrons were the powerful autocratic Medici dynasty who 

ruthlessly controlled Florence during his time. But behind the veneer of tyranny 

they had a genuine appreciation of art, philosophy and humanism. Intellectual, 

illustrious and extremely powerful, the Medici saw the advantages of adopting and 
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integrating the philosophies of Plato and .Aristotle into contemporary Italy. So 

influential was the family two members were elected popes (Leo X an d Clement 

VII) . They patronised Botticelli in Florence, commissioning him to consolidate 

ancient philosophies into art and contribute to the fledglin g atmosphere of 

Neoplaronism and humanism which was blanketing the intellectual fraternity in 

Italy during the Renaissance. (Hartt, 1977). 

\Vhere Piero della Francesca used predominantly religious iconography to decipher 

the harmony of faith and reason, Botticelli integra ted secular themes, particularly 

pagan Greek mythology with Christian iconography, as his Birth qf T 'en11s and 

Primavera testify. The glo rification of ancient mythology and philosophy in art was 

a symp tom of the new humanist approach to life infiltrating Renaissance art. Christian 

iconoclasts p ersecuted ancient art through the Middle Ages, but during the 

Renaissance this ceased and there was a blending together of faith and rea son, 

therefore secular and pagan themes worked their way back into art and it became 

more acceptable to paint stories from ancient myths and legends. (Hagen, 1995). 

Botticelli exemplified this fusion of ideologies, between faith and reason, pagan 

and Christian, which formed the Ren aissance. Remarkably though, only around 

thirteen per cent of painting was dedicated to secular themes at the time of the 

Renaissance, Christian faith remained the principal inspiration in art. O ohnson, 2003). 

Primavera l480 

Scholars like I lagen (1995) arc still not entirely certain of the meaning behind 

Primavera, what is known comes from Vasari's account of the picture: ''. .. f 'emtJ 

whom the Graces derk with Jlo1vers, de11oti11g Spring ... ''. Venus, whom the Greeks called 

Aphrodite, who denotes the traits of love and beauty, stands, right hand raised in 

blessing, in her garden where Spring is an endless season. (Hagen, 1995) 

Fleming (1991) affirms that according to Greek mythology, the Graces were the 

daughters of Mars and Venus. Here they dance their endless round below the 

blindfolded Cupid (symbolising that love is blind) hovering above his mother. Cupid's 

arrow of fire is aimed at the central dancer, Castitas (Chastity), and she will leave 

her sisters, Pulchritudo (Beauty) and Voluptas (Passion), to get married. Ancient 

legend, Beckett (1996) tells us, stipulated the Graces personified the three phases 

of love: beauty, desire and fulfilment. 
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Botticelli's Graces epitomise the Renaissance ideal in beauty, as written by Alberti 

in Historia. No longer are there large Medieval foreheads set to broad rugged faces, 

but instead delicate features and slender Greek noses set to slim, idealised bodies. 

People's perceptions were changing, many no longer thought of the body as a 

contaminated receptacle for the pure soul, but under humanism's influence, a 

'temple', which should be utilised to its fullest potential. Humanists maintained 

God had blessed mankind with a great mind and body, (which Greek philosophers 

and Alberti termed 'virtu'), and the faculty of reason, which humans should learn to 

control and use judiciously, subsequently bringing a deeper faith in God. (Hagen, 

1995). 

Mercury, the ancient Greek gods' messenger and leader of souls to the other 

world, uses his wand entwined '-Vith snakes (a caduceus) to hold back the clouds 

from smothering eternal Spring in Venus' garden. The Roman poet Virgil had written, 

' '1,f1/ith his slajf he d,ivcs the windr and skims the !Hrbid douds." Cumnung (1995) says 

Botticelli's intention for Mercury's action was to be read as moving the clouds of 

doubt and unreason of the Dark .Ages aside, to make way for the light of intellect 

and reason to fil tcr in to the Renaissance. 

Venus, reminiscent of Praxiteles' long lost y111idiat1 Venus, rakes centre stage 

posed in contrapposto, cleverly set against a delightful filigree pattern of branches 

and leaves which create an effective and elaborate halo around her head. This is no 

artistic accident. Christian and pagan iconography are deliberately conflated in this 

work. Venus is curiously reminiscent of the Virgin Mary and through her Botticelli 

marries Greek with Christian theology, a marriage which forms the basis of 

Neoplatonic philosophy. Venus' hand raised in blessing further accentuates this point. 

According to Freeman (2005) early Christians adapted Venus' attributes to the Virgin 

Mary and here Botticelli clarifies that appropriation. Fleming (1991) points out that, 

unable to shake off and break completely with the past, Botticelli lapses back to 

Medieval iconography where the Madonna was usually shown surrounded by saints 

and angels. Johnson (2003) says there is nothing incongruent about making Venus 

interchangeable with the Virgin, as perhaps Botticelli was adhering to Thomas 

Aquinas' 'Fourth Proof' of God's existence, 'the proof from beauty'. Cumming 

(1995) clarifies the belief of Christian followers tl1at her beauty could lead them to 

heaven. 
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Classical mythology assigned two ambivalent roles for Venus, Hagen (1995) 

adds: on the one hand she was the irrational - an adulterous goddess and the 

embodiment of eroticism; on the other she symbolised reason - of harmony, 

proportion and balance: the civilising forces. To Alberti she personified Classical 

learning and all the virtues the Greeks and Romans admired most, which were also 

qualities the Medici extolled. 

The painting is narrative and anecdotal but also edifies a moral sermon offering 

a lesson in virtue and the value of reason. To the Greeks Venus was a link between 

nature and civilization and on this level the picture becomes an allegory of the 

harmony of the two potent forces which formed and buttressed the Renaissance: 

faith and reason. The Roman writer Ovid's and similar Classical texts accounting 

ancient myths and stories had lain moribund for a thousand years, consigned to 

oblivion by one God, the saints and the Virgin, but they were now making a timely 

comeback as humanists like A.lberti realised how reason could sit comfortably next 

to faith in art \'-'ithout upsetting the status (]UO. (Hagen, 1995) 

Tn a similar way to Primai,cra, Botticelli's celebrated Birth of Ve1111s brings together 

faith and reason through a blend of pagan subject matter and Christian iconography. 

Tl1e Birth of Venus 1485 

This, the first large scale work on a single piece of cam·as, Fleming (1991 ) tells us, 

represents a version of the long lost ancient masterpiece Venus A 11arlyomene by 

1\pelles, .A..lexander the Great's painter. For a thousand years pictures were painted 

on plaster or panels of wood. For a thousand years also, the nude had been banned 

from art. The Greeks and Romans celebrated the beauty of the naked human form, 

likening it to the centre of creation, but to the Medieval mind nakedness in art was 

anathema, considered a symbol of sinful lust. To them the only acceptable way to 

depict a nude was as Eve, her nakedness conspicuously revealed to expose her guilt 

and shame. ''Do you 110! realise that Eve is you? The curse God pronounced 011 your sex weighs 

still on the world ... You are the devil} gatewqy, you desecrated the fatal tree, you jirst betr(f)'ed 

the law of God, you who softened up with your cqjoling words the man against whom the devil 

could 110/ prevail f?y force ... ", (f ertullian c. 200) . The nude's reappearance here is 

symptomatic of the new atmosphere of reason permeating Renaissance society, 

breaking the grip of faith's hegemony. (Freeman, 2005). 
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In Botticelli's masterpiece the nude makes a triumphant resurgence, plucked from 

obscurity, rediscovered from antiguity and thrust on to centre stage for all to see 

and acknowledge as a symbol of the refurbishment of reason. A ttempts were being 

made by humanists during the Renaissance to unite pagan mythology with Christianity 

through Neoplatonic philosophy, and this painting with Prima11Cra is evidence of 

this reconciliation. The pagan Venus is thus united with the sacred Eve and the 

bond can be interpreted as a binding of faith with reason. Hagen (1995) clarifies the 

adoption of paganism with Christianity when he mentions that Venus' symbolic 

five-petalled rose, (which to the Greeks stood for the five stages of womanhood -

birth, menstruation, motherhood, menopause and death), and her shell represented 

fertility to the early Christians - both are present in the painting. 

Further ramifying the union of Christian faith with Classical reason, accorrung to 

Fleming (1991 ), is the Medienl religious iconography of Christ's baptism as he 

stands in the ri,·er Jordan, St. John fl anking one side and an angel the other. J anson 

(2001) tells us that Botticelli was a deeply religious man and he believed Aguinas' 

'Fourth Proof ' of God's existence, that the heavenly beauty of Venus would lead us 

to the divine loYe of God. She personifies the 'rebirth of God ' an d the 'rebirth of 

mankind' whi ch formed the crux of Renaissance humanism. 

Here we have Alberti's principles lucidly revealed through a life-sized female 

nude as a product of rigorous anatomical studies and reference to Classical models 

- the manner in which Venus rests on one leg is reminiscent of the ideal proportion 

of Polykleitos' ancient 'Canon' and contrapposto prototype. t\ class ical legend 

interpreted by the Greek poet Hesiod, Fleming (1991) tell s us, becomes ''. .. a11 allegory 

of the birth of beauty through the fertilization of divi11i!J ". 

The nymph who offers to protect Venus' modesty with an exuberantly embroidered 

cloth is possibly one of the four Hours from Greek mythology, who personified the 

seasons and who were the traditional attendants of Venus. Her gorgeous dress and 

robe are embroidered with red and white daises, yellow prim.roses and blue cornflowers 

- flowers of Spring - and therefore apposite to the Renaissance theme of birth and 

renewal of reason after a long, dark and cold winter. (Hagen, 1995). 

This birth and renewal of reason is emphatically revealed in the next artist, 

Leonardo da Vinci who has been chosen as a model for adult students to study, not 

through a single painting as is the case in the other models in this thesis, but for his 
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underlying philosophy of reason which penetrated his art and ideas. 

Leonardo da Vinci 1452 - 1519 

.t\kin with Alberti, Leonardo da Vinci maintained reason was the essence of art. He 

wrote: 'The good painter must pait1I p1i11cipal!J two things: man and the ideas in ma111· mind. " 

Leonardo's career coincided with what we refer to today as the High Renaissance, 

which also includes l\1ichelangelo, Raphael. The guartet were highly individual; they 

never coalesced into a group but were united by the gualities of reason bound by 

faith . A perfect coordination of Alberti's basic ideas on 'virtu' which decreed beauty 

issued from the hand, nature and mind is evident in Leonardo's art. H e expressed 

the possibilities of Alberti's important Renaissance discoveries in perspective, 

anatomy and optics. Vasari acknowledged that he formed the 'modern style', where 

the ''. .. boldness of design, the subtlest imitation of all the details of 11at11re, good rule, be!/er 

ordo; correct proportions and divine grace, prolffic and profound, endo1ving ... jigmu 1vith motion 

at1d breath. " Vasari's characteri sation of the paragon Renaissance artist was one who 

selects and combines knowledge with the best and the m ost beautiful in nature and 

Leonardo da Vinci fitt ed the bill perfectly. 

Leonardo's unders tanding of 1\lberti's theories was absolute. T Ji s pamting 

exemplifies Alberti's ax ioms of reason in art, and his individualistic arti stic vision 

allowed him to synthesise them with faith adhering to Neoplatonic philosophy. 

Through a meticulous scrutiny of nature by precise observational drawing with 

virtuoso attention to detail, Leonardo epitomises Aristotle's philosophy that: "Nature 

al}llqysproduces !he best. " He integra ted the landscape into a portrait because he believed, 

like Plato, th at the human and physical worlds were inseparably linked. In this way 

his vision incorporated Neoplatonic philosophy where faith and reason coalesce 

says H artt (1977). 

His empirical approach based on like Aristotle's philosophy forged in him an 

obsession with reason . T hrough drawing, Hart (1977) says, he analysed the structure 

of rocks, the behaviour of light, the movement of water, the growth of plants, the 

flight of birds and the anatomy of insects, horses and humans. He took Alberti's 

ideas a step further than other artists as he wanted to know how the things he 

represented worked: bodies, plants, light, and mechanical devices of all sorts were 

analysed rationally. He dissected more than thirty corpses in order to explore the 
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secrets of the human body (a capital offence in his day) and he was the fast to 

discover how a child grew in the womb. Rocks, the growth of trees and plants, the 

harmony of sounds and atmospheric perspective in painting fascinated him. 

Anything that could not be proved by empirical research, he discredited : "It 

seems to me that those sciences are vain and full of error which are not born of experience, 

mother of all certain!), first-hand experi.ence which in its origins or meam or ends has passed 

through one qf the jive smses. And !/ we doubt the certain!} of eve,ything that passes throngb 

the senses, how much more ought we to doubt things contrary lo these senses such as !he existence 

of God or of the soul ... " Leonardo's faith was reason, and his perception of reality 

consisted of only what could be proved. In this capacity he is perhaps the first great 

scientist. His faith in reason is neatly summed up with his famous line: "the rye is the 

window to the soul. "(Hartt, 1977). Leonardo discounted thaumaturgy, relic-worshipping, 

and Church dogma because they were based o n unproven assumptions and not 

reason. He was a true humanist, an archetypal Renaissance man who encapsulated 

the gualities of 'virtu': a painter, a sculptor, architect, inventor, engineer, an expert 

in botany and geology, a philosopher, an artist, a musician, anatomist, geographer 

and scientist. Interestingly, he was not deeply interested in philosophy, Classical 

scholarship, nor poetry. In a Neoplatonic era where Christian faith was integra ted 

with Classical learning Leonardo shunn ed both. To him, the eye was the only 

authority. Throughout thousands of pages o f no tes, God is seldom mentioned 

compared to nature's multifarious references. 

Leonardo said: "IJ1/hatever the painter wants to do, he is Lord and God to do it," which 

reverses Medieval thought of God as architect, and: 'The painter's mind is a copy of the 

divine mind, since it operatesfree!J i11 rreati11g ... "This was tantamount to heresy but it 

shows Leonardo's emphasis on reason over faith. 

St. Augustine's ,vords had reverberated down the corridors of time: 'There is 

anotherjorm of temptation, even more fraught with danger. This is the disease of curi.osiry ... It 

i.r thzs which dri.ves 11s to try to discover the secrets of nature, those secrets which are bryond our 

understanding, which can avail us nothing and which man should not wish to learn. "Leonardo 

and other Renaissance humanists showed how reason could bridge the gap between 

the physical and spiritual worlds. Thus we have the five words: "the sun does not 

move·: anticipating Copernicus' heliocentric theory of 1543. Most of his notes were 

written laterally inverted and right to left to foil the Church authorities who would 
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move': anticipating Copernicus' heliocentric theory of 1543. Most of his notes were 

written laterally inverted and right to left to foil the Church authorities who would 

surely have imprisoned him for his assumptions. The Church vehemently defended 

,-\ristotle's geocentric cosmos (Earth at centre) because it assigned unlimited calibre 

to God's omnipotence. In 1610 GaWeo was forced by the Church, (with threats of 

burning at the stake), to recant his documentation of Copernicus' heliocentric (Sun 

at centre) theory, which he had proved correct with observations made through a 

home-made telescope. Little wonder then, Leonardo was so secretive and guarded 

his observations. Hartt (1977). 

Leonardo had every reason to keep quiet about his discoveries. He would have 

known about Giordano Bruno who in 1600 had refused to recant his heretical views 

that all stars resemble our own Sun and that the universe is infinite. To silence him, 

the Church authorities nailed his tongue to his jaw and later burned him at the 

stake. Leonardo's ground-breaking scientific research and analysis was constantly 

hampered by Church dogma and superstitious belief. Throughout history faith and 

ethics have often hindered the progress of reason, here in this case, and in our own 

day about the many issues surrounding cloning and genetic engineering, for example. 

Despite all his research, Leonardo never regarded himself as a scientist and his 

contemporaries had no idea of this aspect of his genius - the main reason for this 

lack of recognition was that he never published his findings; all he wanted to do 

was to gain as much knowledge of the visib le world as possible in order to 

demonstrate the power of reason. Placing art on scientific foundations and integrating 

Neoplatonic and humanist elements into it was his way of elevating the status of 

painting from mere craftsmanship in the Mechanical Arts to the integrity of the 

Liberal Arts. Aristotle had set the standard of rational scholarship underpinned by 

reason, but such pursuits which involved the use of the hands were deemed 'menial' 

and 'manual' and thus below the dignity of illustrious gentlemen. (Gornbrich, 1995). 

By studying Leonardo adult students can be made aware of tl1e power reason has 

to shape aesthetics, research and perfection in art. Despite his avoidance of Christian 

faiili and classical philosophy his rational approach epitomises ilie zeitgeist of the 

Renaissance. 

Contemporary to Leonardo was an artist who was deeply spiritual and believed 

in the power on art of reason, N eoplatonism and humanism too, he was Michelangelo. 
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Michelangelo 1475 - 1564 

l'vuchelangelo studied the art of the recent past masters, Giotto, l'vfasaccio, Donatello 

and Greek and Roman sculptures from antiguity in the Medici collection through 

which he penetrated the secrets of the Greek sculptors, for instance Polykleitos, 

and replenished the beauty of the human body in motion. Like Leonardo he wanted 

reason to govern every decision in his art, therefore, he also dissected human bodies 

and drew assiduously from life. (Gombrich, 1995) 

Revelling in the creative miracle of removing parts of an inanimate block of 

stone or adding paint to a blank canvas to reveal an image that seemed to live was 

to him an echo of God's creation of man. Hartt (1977) states that unlike Leonardo, 

who was interested in the boundless bounty of nature, Michelangelo was fascinated 

by one subject: the human body. To him, says Fleming (1991) God was revealed 

through the beauty of human form; "that mortal veil of divine inte11tio11". Tn this way 

faith became Michelangelo's guide, prompting him to turn a lifeless lump of inanimate 

scone into tangible energy and force. Leonardo was agnostic and sceptical of Classical 

philosophy says Hart (1977) but Michelangelo forme<l the antithesis - ardently 

religious, he was not interested in deciphering empirical reality nor the mechanics 

of nature like Leonardo, it was the human body and God which concerned him the 

most. 

To Michelangelo sculpture embodied the highest principles in art, and he eguated 

a carving with liberating a figure trapped within the stone. He said, "I saw the angel in 

the marble and carved 11ntil I sci him free," and with this, he is at one with Neoplatonic 

philosophy which also spoke of trapped humans freed from the mortal coil at death. 

(Fleming, 1991). Seldom was artistic genius repeated as it was in the creation of 

l'vfichelangelo's sculptures and painting. Everything he touched became charged and 

imbued with great energy and vitality and people of the time even believed that the 

hand of God directed his own says Beckett (1996). 

Artistic creation, the act of making something from where there was once nothing, 

was tantamount to divinity for Michelangelo, but Johnson (2003) says whereas 

Leonardo da Vinci regarded the artist as the deity Michelangelo believed the materials 

and tools were God's instruments. 
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Michelangelo David 1501 - 04 

David 1501 - 04 

This surely forms the apotheosis of 

1v1ichelangelo's appropriated N eoplatonic 

aesthetic of the divine embodied in human 

form. Here, faith is coalesced with reason 

through stringent anatomical studies and 

a deeply religious subject. Reason 

permeates his every decision: he chose the 

moment prior to the confrontation - that 

physically and mentally tense moment 

before any battle - realising it offered better 

opportunities to investigate a psychological 

realism. Sense David's pent up tension and 

energy, his uneasiness as he shifts his 

weight nervously on his feet, and observe 

his vulnerability as he confronts danger. 

Look at his provocative attitude, glaring 

stare, defiant gestures and challenging 

stance; his bulging muscular torso and 

knotted brow are all a measure of strength, 

vigour, tenacity and fortitude which 

Fleming (1991) says symbolise the new era 

of the High Renaissance. The fact the 

statue is well over life size at seventeen 

feet tall also adds to the overwhelming 

effect. 

Michelangelo's faith is exemplified in his 

choice of design b ased on the artistic 

discipline of disegno which advocated that 

sculpture was the highest art form because 

it emulated divine creation. So strong were his religious convictions he would have 

actually believed that the image of David already lay inside the block of marble 

before he started work, just as he believed that a soul existed within every human 
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And what a wonderful demonstration 

of Polykleitos' rational contrapposto from 

his Canon, where the right side's smooth 

and composed stance complements the left 

side's open and active stance. It is a true 

measure of realism and idealism, balance 

and composure. From his outstretched foot 

up to his dishevelled hair everything shouts 

reason. Slightly di sconc ertin g to the 

in experienced viewer is the disproportion 

between head and torso and lower body, 

but even here , reaso n is re sponsible: 

originally the figure was to be placed high 

up in a Church facade or pedestal, and the 

proportion s would have seemed correct 

from a viewpoint down below. 

Eguall y as ebullient, sublime and monumentally expressive as David and also 

en compassing Neoplaton ic and humanist ideas, but thi s time in painting, is th e 

Sistine Chapel Ceiling. 

The Sistine Chapel Ceiling 1508 - 12 

This painting encapsulates the two forces o f the Renaissance - faith and reason. 

Michelangelo presents the viewer with faith in the form of Christian theology, 

in corpora ted with the reason o f Neoplatonic and humanist philosophy and Alberti's 

ra tional aes thetic precepts. The physical performance of more than four year's work 

is astounding ye t pales into insignificance when compared to the artistic merits of 

ever new inventiveness and unfailing mastery of execution in every single detail . 

(Hart, 1977). 

Portrayed on seven hundred square yards of plaster are the key stories from the 

book of Genesis accompanying additional embellishments which display 

Michelangelo's fascination with the reason of Classical antiquity (many of the figures 

in the painting are inspired by famous examples of Greek and Roman sculpture 

which he had studied). Following Plato's and Pythagoras' philosophy that geometry 
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Michelangelo Sistine Chapel Ceili,(~ 1508 - 12 

and mathematics could cultivate an awareness of the underlying structure of the 

universe, Michelangelo divided the surface into the three principal elementary 

geometric forms - the square, circle and triangle. Above the \.vindows arc eight 

triangles, in each corner are sweeping circles and in the central space nine rectangles, 

and the three different spaces are consistent to the three Platonic stages - 'the world 

o f matter, the world of becoming, and the world of being' - which ran a thread 

through Neoplatonic philosophy. (Fleming, 1991 ). 

The eight triangles encapsulate people devoid of faith or reason and who are 

therefore surrounded by confusion and darkness. Surrounding these triangles are 

seven Old Testament prophets and five pagan sibyls, (women oracles or prophets 

from Greco-Roman religion), both symbolising reason; and framing the central panels 

are ignudi (naked youths) whom Fleming (1991) interprets as angels from Christian 

theology, or the personification of reason and truth from Platonic philosophy, 

because they link the spiritual with the physical worlds. The central panels are also 

consistent with both Platonic ideas and Christian theology. For example, in the far 

right panel: God Dividing the Ught from Darkness, light symbolises reason, wisdom 

and knowledge which can free mankind from the darkness of ignorance: ''You shall 
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know the truth and the truth shall make you free." Qohn 8:32.) "Know thyself," 

Socrates was in structed by a sibyl. (Fleming, 1991). 

If adult students study the Sirtine Chapel Ceiling as a dem onstration of an amalgam 

of faith and reason in art, they can equally study The Last Judgement as its opposite 

because it encapsulates irrationali ty, with the sh attering of faith and reason, and in 

this context it can be regarded a symptomatic of the forces which brought High 

Renaissance art to an end. 

The Last Judgement 1536 - 1541 

This picture, painted above th e altar of the Sistine chapel, which according to Letts 

(1981) signalled the collapse of reason and the end of the High Renaissance. Charles 

V's marauding mercenaries had sacked Rome in 1527, destroying, pillaging and looting 

palaces and churches as they advanced through the city. Martin Luther had exposed 

the Church's corruption by nailing his 95 theses on to the wooden door of the 

church in Wittenberg during 1517. In so doing he unl eashed a blood-bath which 

seemed to demonstrate the antith es is of reason and adumbra te irrationali ty in every 

case. Compou nding the collapse of reason were Protestant European nations 

questioning the Church's h egem ony over Europe and Henry VTII asserting his 

independence from Rome. Society seemed to be crashing down and turning in on 

itself and the pious devout believed it was divine retribution for mankind's fo llies . 

.After all many considered Rome as a den of iniquity where prelates, princes and 

public practised unrestrained promiscuity, gambling, paganism and sodomy. So, to 

the most Christians Charles V's sack represented the inevitable and imminent collapse 

of a society which had lost faith and reason as its guide. (Simon, 1967) . 

In The Last Judgement Michelangelo supersedes his own stringent boundaries and 

standards in art, and in so doing, he put a seal on the Renaissance's assertion to 

perfection in art and launched the next art movement which today we term Baroque 

says Johnson (2003). 

Perugino, Botticelli, Rosselli and other superb Renaissance artists had adorned 

the walls of the Sistine chapel with their works which embody faith and reason, but 

in comparison, Michelangelo's The Last Judgement is glaringly incongruent; devoid of 

space, time, logic, it is the very embodiment of irrationality and unreason in every 

case, says Fleming (1991). Perspective, that rational device which personified reason 
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Michelangelo Last Judgement 1536 - 1541 
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during the Renaissance, i\lberti's figure groupings, colour and light have been 

abandoned and replaced v.rith a cosmic perspective revealed through the blue of 

infinity, comments Letts (1981). 

Instead, humanity's tormented and anguished souls, surge, gesticulate, strain and 

swoon in a deluge of twisting and turning energy, so different from Alberti's 

rationality, reason, equilibrium and harmony. Space, instead of regressing 

proportionately using a mathematical perspective scheme, rushes in a spiralling circle 

of rhythm and movement. Starting at bottom left, the redeemed faithful emerge 

from their graves and ascend to heaven, meanwhile, at the right, :tviichelangelo paints 

terror and horror as the damned plummet into hell . All this energy culminates in a 

crescendo at the centre where Christ resides as the pivot and focus for the entire 

composition. He is the only one who has the mean s to end the turmoil and 

irrationality which had replaced the Renaissance era of faith and reason. His 

authoritative gesture maintains that only through faith in Him can these desperate 

times of rebellion and conflict be pacified. 

The painting seems to be saying that the Renaissance belief in reason and in man 

as the measure of all things, has been pushed aside and once again humanity turns 

to faith for help. (Fleming, 1991). Since this picture sums up the Renaissance, as 

Letts (1981) maintains, man's discovery of himself, with all its accompanying trials 

and tribulations, has ultimately led him to a deeper faith with God. 

The next artist adults could study and use as a comparison to 11ichelangelo 's 

depiction of destruction is Raphael whose art is buttressed by a deep belief in 

reason. 

Raphael 1483 - 1520 

Raphael defined and depicted the ancient universal ideal of beauty with absolute 

truth, precision and perfection through a scrupulous technique and a deep faith in 

God. Nothing is left to chance in a Raphael composition; every detail originates 

from a rational decision and profound study of Alberti. All elements have a succinct 

purpose for being there, worked out through meticulous planning and unequivocal 

reason. In this way he personifies Neoplatonist ideas which stipulated that there is 

a perfect form for everything in the mind of God. Plato believed that God's image 

could be seen in mankind and that a perfect human would be Godlike. Raphael and 
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other Renaissance artists again and again expressed this Platonic idea through the 

study of Greco/Roman artistic principles with Alberti's 'virtu' and other ideas of 

idealised human form, stoic restraint, and symmetrical proportion and beauty. 

Baldessare Castiglion 1515 

'Renaissance Man' is an effective description of gifted humans endowed with great 

powers of body and mind, and the four virtues important to the ancient Greeks -

courage (physical and moral), temperance (or stoicism: pacify excess, self indulgence 

and extravagance), justice, and wisdom - allowed Renaissance humanists to achieve 

the many inn ovative achievements in art, philosophy, science and mathematics which 

characterised the Renaissance's return to reason. (Fleming, 1991 ). Leonardo da Vinci 

and others like him were such men - poets, philosophers, scholars, scientists, artists 

and courtiers all combined into one rational individual. Fleming (1991) says 

Baldessare Castiglione (14 78-1529), author of The Book q/ the Co11rtier, is the ideal 

humanist prototy pe: erudite, polyglot, of high ethical standards, a master of physical 

skill, a connoisseur of the arts, judicious and witty, a poet, dancer, singer and 

musician. In his painting Baldessare Castiglion Raphael captures some of these qualities 

of reason through subdued colours of a neutral tonality - umber, ochre and grey -

which suggest the humanist's stoic, sober and dignified composure. Humility and 

modesty are suggested as the eyes meet the viewer's, and light falls on the forehead 

to show intellect. i\ plain background docs little to distract from the subject, ensuring 

the viewer's attention is maintained. Castiglione is dressed in calming brown and 

black adding further to his restrained nature. 

Highest on the list of humanist achievement was the quality of virtn (virtuosity) 

which Fleming (199 1) refers to as a display of tremendous ability and vitality. 

Castiglione himself served as a courtier to various Italian princes so he had the 

pedigree and was well versed in correct protocol, making him the ideal teacher in 

the art of courtiership to gentlemen and princes. 

Such qualities and standards, adopted from the ancient Greeks and appropriated 

from Alberti's Historia and integrated with humanist and Neoplatonist philosophy 

are also evident in The School ofAthens 

The School of Athens 1510 
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\'(!hat a wonderful demon stration of reason emanates from Raphael's painting The 

School of ,-1.thens! Thorough careful planning, brilliance in execurion and immense 

integrity of expression and artistic wisdom, Raphael has been able to emulate the 

ancient Greek aesthetic which stipulated that an idea should be abstracted and 

distilled by means of constant reduction until perfection is achieved. r\ s well as 

pertaining to Greco/Roman aesthetic principles the picture's style follows closely 

Alberti's Della Pittura on perspective and mathematics, and to his Historia in form, 

composition, colour, types of poses, figure combinations and appropriate gestures 

says Fleming (1991). 

Raphael dissected no corpses and was only slightly interested in anatomy, 

nevertheless, to him harmony was consonant with perfection and commensurate 

with reason. Tn this picture there is a certain simplicity, naturalness and effortlessness, 

but in fact it is the product of excruciatingly hard work, detailed planning and rational 

thought. Every element clicks into its proper place in a not dissimilar arrangement 

to the internal workings of a complex, highly tuned m achin e. Take one component 

away and the mechanism ceases to function. In this way it exemplifies reason . 

If there is one work which thrusts reason, that driving force of the Renaissance, 

at us it must be The School q/ Athens. Loaded with intellec tual and aesthetic profundity, 

reason is implied in countless ways as a guide to a stronger faith - through the 

r\lbertian compositi on with its single and central vani shing point, the painting's 

symmetry, balance and harmony; in the underlying geometry predominated by circles; 

through the softness of colour and contour; through the choice of subjects of 

mathematicians, philosophers, and astronomers; and through the setting in the interior 

of the magnificent St. Peters'. (Cumming, 1995). When studied closely, the groupings 

based on Alberti's formulae reveal rational thought through their incredible 

complexity, balance and poise, where a seeming haphazardness is harmonised with 

very little tension says Grace (2000) . 

In this magisterial, graceful and elegant composition Raphael places Plato and 

Aristotle, those exemplary proponents of Renaissance humanism on centre stage. 

Plato's philosophy that behind the messy chaos of everyday experience there existed 

the form of a perfect and beautiful idea sums up this picture. To Plato reason could 

provide the ideal means of running a state which is why Raphael depicts him holding 

his book, Timacm; and pointing upwards to indicate his idealistic viewpoint of abstract 
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Plato and .-lri.stolle 

and theoretical philosophy. Raphael and 

his circle, like Plato, saw the world 

through poetic images similar to ones 

depicted in this picture. (Grace, 2000). 

Aris to tie, w ho unders rood reason 

through rational analysis and a practical 

d own-to-earth, empirical me an s of 

thinking, takes his place next to Plato. 

Aristotle was arguably the first true 

scientist, to him research through reason 

was the best way to understand reali ty 

and discover truth. To A ri s to tl e, 

exploring, di scovering and ana lysing 

phenomena through a concrete, natural 

an d empirical philosophy, by collecting 

data, sorting and collating the results and 

then interpreting th em, was the best 

m eans of achieving a true grasp of the enigmas of existence and reality. Plato's and 

Aristotle's philosophies showed two ambivalent ways of discovering faith through 

reason, an d both th eories have stood the test of time right up to the present day, 

one in the form of science and the other as religion . (Hooker, 1996). 

Aristotle was Alexander the Great's official teacher for eight years (Raphael shows 

the legendary commander to the left) and no doubt his ideas influenced Alexander's 

utilitarian belief that the many peoples from different cultures would one day live in 

harmony - a philosophy still sought today. Aristotle's best known work is Politics (c. 

325 BC) where through rational analysis he defines the state and the importance of 

education, but Raphael chose to illustrate him holding his o ther famous book, E thics, 

and appropriately depicts him gesturing to his immediate surroundings. Purposely 

Raphael places the composition's vanishing point between these two illustrious 

thinkers and they are conveniently placed one on each side of the picture's central 

axis, symbolising their ambiguity of divergent and yet, paradoxically, commensurate 

philosophical opinions on reason, which were combined with Christianity into 

Neoplatonism for the sole purpose of discovering faith and reason during the 
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Renaissance. (Freeman , 1996). 

The entire painting's theme emanates from the se two figure s, radiating 

concentrically outwards like waves of energy expanding from a central focus. The 

two thinkers' differing philosophical ideas are pondered and argued over by the 

other participants in the picture. Set in a niche on Plato's side is a statue, of Apollo, 

the patron of poetry and the god of the sun, who symbolised to the Greeks order 

and beauty, philosophical enlightenment and the civilizing power of reason. On 

Aristo tle's side also set in its own niche, is Athena (alias Minerva), the Greek goddess 

of reason, incarnation o f wisdom, social order, and th e tradition al patron to 

in stitutions devoted to the pursuit o f knowledge and artistic achievement. These 

two sculpted figures correspond to the two separate sch ools of thought advocated 

by Plato and f\ risrotle and all the figures in the composition align themselves to 

either philosophy. On the left, Plato's side, are metaphysical philosophers (ideal), 

while on the right, Aristotle's side, are the physical, concrete and empirical scientists 

concern ed with research (real). (Cumming, 1995). 

Cumming (1995) takes us through these ancient thinkers, of whom the m ost 

appropriate to this thesis' theme are: on the left the Greek philosopher, Epimm.r 

(341-270 BC) endowed with a crown oh·ine leaves, who taught that happiness lay 

in the pursuit of pl easures o f the mind. Alexander the Great (356-323 BC) listens 

intently to Socrates (470-399 BC), who emphasises specific points on his fingers. 

Pythagoras (580-500 BC), whose geometrical propositions are still taught in schools 

today, and who interpreted reality through numbers, sits at front left. All these 

intellectual figures arc leading proponents of reason being the key to a unified and 

happy world. 

At right foreground, Euclid, (third century BC), the Greek math ematician and 

pupil of Socrates, demons trates one of his mathematical theories to his pupils 

ga thered around him. Mathematics to the Renaissance humanists was the key to 

rational, conceptual thought, and a gateway to reason after the hiatus of the Dark 

Ages. Greek mathematicians like Euclid, Pythagoras and Archimedes worked out 

many of the basic rules in mathematics which were to become so influential to 

Alberti's own precepts on aesthetics. (Hodges, 1993) . 

Raphael's organisational genius, incredible compositional versatility and technical 

virtuosity sums up Alberti's concept of 'virtu'. This is seen most clearly in Euclid's 
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E11did, the Greek matheJ7Jaticia11 and pupil 

of Socrates. 

group at bottom right, where each figure 

is linked to its peers through an 

animated gesture or I ne of vision, and 

where multifarious poses, balance, 

harmony, variety, restraint and dignity 

combine into beauty as A lberti 

interpreted the word in 1-Jistoria. 

Compositional elegance on this scale did 

not come easily; it was a result of 

extensive and detailed planning. Many 

preliminary sketches made from life 

were composed to work out the poses 

and expressions, and only finally was a 

full scale drawing of 26' by 9' made and 

tran s ferred to the picture mentions, 

Cumming (1995) . Little wa s left to 

chance, the essence has been distilled through reason . 

At far right is the second century astronomer and geographer Ptolem)' (holding a 

celestial sphere) who thought that the earth was the centre of the universe. His 

theories written down in hi s master-work Geo.~rap!J_J were rediscovered during the 

Renaissance and aided Columbus in his journey to the New \vorld says Johnson 

(2003). 

Raphael's monumental School of Athens has come down to us as an icon of the 

Renaissance acquiescence to reason, it immortalised the ancient philosophers, 

mathematicians and astronomers who were essential catalysts for this great age of 

faith and reason. Raphael himself is present as an integral proponent to this 

atmosphere of reason. He is the gazing figure deliberately placed behind Ptolemy to 

establish eye contact and he attracts our attention as the engaging figure. Including 

his own image was his way of connecting past with present notes Cumming (1995). 

After studying Raphael and learning how his art embodies reason adult student's 

will probably find Holbein an interesting comparison. His painting The Ambassadors 

personifies the tensions which existed within the Renaissance as humanists tried to 

establish a balance between both faith and reason. 
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Plolm~y, !he second century geographer and astronomer, wilh l<.aphael looking on 

Holbein 1497 - 15-t-3 

Careful attention to detail , impeccable design , and the meticulous use of oil paint 

to render with the utmos t precision th e most minute of objects is a fitting descrip

tion o f Holbein's technique and symbolic o f his acquiescence to reason. H olbein 

lived and worked during the Reformation, a time when the re-orientation of faith 

and reason held mass ive implications for Renaissance art. The Church "\Vas divided 

in two, Protestant and Catholic. Protestants, unlike Cath olics, objected to art in 

their churches. Therefore, numerous artists lost their most valued patron and pri

mary source of income. Protestants opposed church dogma and any 'props' which 

interfered with a personal relationship with God. Therefore, in Protestant regions, 

worshippers tore out existing Catholic art and whitewashed over murals painted on 

walls. It was one of the darkest hours for art. Stained glass was smashed, statues 

decapitated and paintings were ripped out of their frames and destroyed. Sculpture 

suffered the most because its three-dimensionality was associated with idol wor

ship. (Gombrich, 1995). 

Holbein's career coincided with this troubled time. Necessity forced him to travel 
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to England where he became court painter to Henry VIII who patronised him after 

recognising good uses for his talent and genius. Henry played a pivotal role in insti

gating the division of the Church as the split helped to facilitate his divorce from his 

first v.rife Catherine of Aragon and it supplemented material wealth in his favour. 

The crisis of the bifurcation of the Church, and of religion and secularism, faith 

and reason, is hinted at in Holbein's monumental painting The Ambassadon where 

enamelled colour, smooth as licked porcelain, and linear accuracy is quite beyond 

comprehension. Multifarious textures - from the green damask curtain, the white 

fur and the inlaid marble flo or to the ubiquitous oriental rug - are all painted with 

microscopic precision and hallucinatory clarity which are symptomatic the new way 

of looking at the world through thinking with reason . (Hagen, 1995) . 

The Ambassadors 1533 

Holbein's masterpiece can be read on both objective and subj ective levels in keep

ing with Alberti's Historia which stipulated an intellectual and aesthetic appeal. On 

the objective surface one can never cease to marvel at the skill in depicting the 

myriad textures, elegant costumes, rich draperies, and the complex plethora of sti ll 

life objects. Underneath this ostentatious display of temporal paraphernalia there is 

also a profound interplay of subjective signs and symbols which point to the am

bivalences between religion and science, Church and State, faith and reason. (Buck, 

1999). 

I\t the time this picture was painted during the Reformation, the authority of the 

Catholic Church was being challenged by Protestants, and old unproven assump

tions on faith were being questioned and undermined by new scientific discm·eries 

perpetuated through reason - the picture refers to both. H olbein makes us aware 

that the two ambassadors are leading thinkers and visionaries in both situations -

one is a bishop, the other a humanist. The ambassadors brought a letter of persua

sion from their king, Francis I, in an attempt to stop Henry VIII splitting from Rome 

and forming the Church of England. Their mission to try to change Henry's mind 

failed, which led to a fragmentation of faith and reason and years of conflict and a 

blood-soaked hatred between Catholics and Protestants, the repercussions and con

sequences of which are still felt today. (Hagen, 1995). 

The picture also refers to the Age of Discovery when reason led to scientific dis-
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Holbein The /Jmbas.radon 1533 

covery and the manufacturing of technological in struments, (such as those depicted 

by Holbein), which, when combined with Greco / Roman mathematicians newly dis

covered calculations, (Ptolmey and Archimedes, for instance), made the circum

navigation of the globe in 1525 and the discovery of new continents a reality -

Col um bus discovered America in 1492, only forty years before this picture was 

painted. Hence Holbein shows a globe on the shelf of the table which has been 

identified as the Johann Schaner globe from Nuremberg, which charts Magellan's 

epic 1519 voyage around the world. 

Holbein presents to us the two larger than life courtiers. The archetypal Renais

sance man and humanist Jean de Dinteville on the left (with special tastes in music, 

painting and science) who commissioned the painting, and who wears a pendant of 
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(Left) Jean de Dinteville. (Right) George de Selve. 

the Order o/ SI. Michael, one of the most coveted orders of chivalry in its day, and 

one whi ch distinguishes him as a man of scrupulous morals, represents reason in 

the con text of this thesis interpretation o f th e word. Next to him, the bishop George 

de Selve can be taken to represent faith . 

Holbein was presented with a dilemma: how to portray these two equally impor

tant people in a single space when traditionally only one person occupied the centre 

stage. H e solved the problem by separating them with an etagere which was a bril

li ant solution because it also links them together metaphorically, and, of course, in 

reality, so are faith and reason linked. (Cumming, 1995). 

Holbein shows Dinteville square shouldered and puffed up, with his expensive 

fur coat wide open and dagger in hand. He is obviously an extrovert and outgoing 

personali ty. Since Dinteville represents the State and reason, which were gaining a 

lot more power over the Church at this time, Holbein presents him pushed slightly 

forward of his friend. De Selve on the other hand seems half the girth of his col

league, his hands clenched with nervous tension clasp a pair of gloves. His rich 

damask coat is closed, concealing himself within. He is in every sense the opposite 

to his colleague, introverted and introspective, and no wonder, especially when one 

considers the position the Church found itself in. (Hagen, 1995) .. 

Both courtiers stand on an intricately tiled floor, (an accurate copy of the pat-
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terned thirteenth century mosaic floor of the Sanctuary at Westminster Abbey laid 

by Odericus Cosmati and still there to this day). Each has a foot firmly planted in a 

circle, while their other is placed strategically within the central square which is 

appropriate to the painting's theme on the ambivalence of faith and reason, theism 

and secularism. J\ccording to Neoplatonic philosophy, and seen in Piero della 

Francesco's Baptism of Christ, the circle symbolised heaven and faith, and the square 

the earth and reason. (Cumming, 1995). 

The analysis of faith and reason is carried further by Holbein with the objects on 

the etagere arranged on their two respective terrestrial (secular) and celestial (the

ist) tiers. Reading from the terrestrial level, symbolising reason, we have geographi

cal and musical instruments (the globe, compass, some flutes and a lute). Conspicu

ously displayed is a book of music, which has been identified as the German,Johann 

Walther's Book of J-!_y1m1s (Veni Creator Spiritus) printed in Latin in 1524, translated 

into German by Martin Luther and reverently open at the page showing The Ten 

Commandmmts and Come, Ho!J Ghost. (Hagen, 1995). This is 1-Iolbein's way of ac-
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knowledging and emphasising the two theologies of Catholicism and the new Lu

theran standpoint of Protestantism, as the passages support doctrines important to 

both faiths. (Cumming, 1995). Perhaps Holbein is suggesting, almost willing, the 

Church reform itself according to Luther's demands; but also, like Luther, he does 

not want a division from Rome and a blood-soaked massacre. 

Meanwhile, on the left is another book, between the leaves of which a level has 

been inserted. It has been identified as a work written by Peter Apian, a university 

teacher at Ingolstadt and printed in 1527, demonstrating the principles of arithme

tic calculation for business, including square roots. (Cumming, 1995) . Symbolism 

inherent in these two books can be read on another level : in order for the early 

explorers to colonise other cultures, it was necessary to have an equal balance of 

fa ith and reason: to convert them to Christianity, (hence the hymn book), and to 

western civilization, secularism and capitalism, (hence Apian's book). 

The analogy of faith and reason is carried through in ano ther way: conspicuous 

on the lower shelf is a lute with a broken string. A lute was the traditional symbol of 

harmony, the broken string usually implied some sort of discord. In this case it 

could suggest the incompatibility between the Protestants and Catholics, maintains 

Cumming (1995). 

All the varied instruments refer to mathematics and reason in one way or an

other; even music, with its place within the Liberal Arts, was considered a math

ematical art at the time. Both DintevilJe and De Selve had been to university so 

were fully accomplished scholars and humanists, and mathematics was considered 

a most di stinguished discipline du.ring the Renaissance. This may be contrasted \Vith 

the Middle Ages where religion offered the most plausible explanation for the world's 

mysteries. In Holbein's day, however, mathematics and reason were beginning to 

offer some of the answers to the world's and the universe's enigmas. Mathematics 

had ensured early navigators success in negotiating a passage to the New \Vorld and 

beyond, and both Galileo and Copernicus understood the solar system through 

mathematics appropriated from Ptolemy and Archimedes says Freeman (1996). Even 

painters like Leonardo da Vinci claimed mathematics was the basic principle be

hind art and Alberti had celebrated geometry as the true foundation of all painting. 

(Grace, 2000). 

Holbein cleverly juxtaposes astronomical instruments on the top celestial shelf 
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and navigation instruments on the lower terrestrial shelf. Cumming (1995) takes us 

through the astronomical instruments on th e top shelf: by de Selve's left arm is a 

sundial showing us that the date is 11th A pril 1533; further to his le ft is a cyundrical 

calendar with two quadrants which allowed the height o f the sun, thus latitude, to 

be calculated; adjacent to them is a ten-sided sun clock and a torque/um, incorporat

ing a square and a circle, (shapes which nea tly echo the tiled floor pattern below) 

and lastly a celestial globe, (possibly with reference to Copernicus' heliocentric 

theory), showing a map of the skies. It was long thought that the clocks showed a 

precisely significant time but during the National G allery's recent cleaning it was 

discovered that the times were discordant with each other. This may have been 

Holbein's intention to signify that during these times faith and reason were indeed 

"out of joint". If this is the case it is backed up by other peculiarities: of the wooden 

flutes one of which protrudes further than the others, and the arithmetic book is 

open on a page depicting an example of division : the Lutheran hymn book symbol

ises the split within the Church because, significantly, it is open on the page Veni 
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Creator Spiritm which translated means "Come, Holy Ghost." The Holy Ghost was 

the traditional force which united Christendom and here Holbein may be hoping the 

two factions of the Church, and faith and reason, will evennially be united. 

Bur there is a darker and more ominous and sombre level to the picnire when 

one notices the startling object in the foreground, the only unrecognisable, irrecon

cilable feature in the whole composition. It is in fact a distorted death 's head. The 

object is meaningless if viewed from the front, but if viewed from about two metres 

below and to the right, the skull reveals itself. The technique is called anamo,phoses, 

an extreme form of perspective first described in Leonardo's notebooks and very 

popular at the time. 

Holbein could be using the anamorphoses as a sign that this reality is not an 

enduring one as the shadow of death manifests itself continually and cruelly, and if 

this is the case the silver crucifix at top left, par tially hidden by the green damask 

curtain, refers to the believed reality and faith in eternal li fe after this temporal 

existence. Amid H olbein's meticulous presentation of reality in such intrinsic de

tail , the dislocated apparition is most disconcertingly incongruous. In a clever re

versal of roles, when one , riews the anamorphosis from the correct angle, the scru

pulously painted real objec ts appear di storted and fabricated . In this way the skull 

could refer to faith and the objects to reason, and, as history was proving, the two 

were struggling to be compatible. (Cumming, 1995). 

Both lute and skull refer to the common theme of the time vanilas and ,mmenlo 

mori (remember you must die). 1\ll these marvellous instruments and inventions 

brought about by mankind's ingenui ty and acquiescence to reason are worthless 

when put into the context of eternity and faith. And wealth and power, conspicu

ously presented to us by Holbein, are futile when considered in conjunction with 

the brevity of life and the inevitability of death as the great leveller. Vanitas means 

vanity or, more commonly, a blindness to the most important things in life and the 

futility of human endeavour - a vain person forgets that he or she too will one day 

die, and believes that reason alone can unlock the universe's secrets. A work written 

by the German Cornelius Agrippa in 1529 (four years before this picture was painted) 

stated "the 11ncertainry and vaniry <!fall art and science are nothing but the laws a11d imaginings 

of human beings, the tmth is so great and free that it cannot be grasped ry the musings of scie11ce, 

but lry faith alone ... " (Buck, 1999). 
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So when we look at Holbein's Ambassadors we are reminded by the chilling foot

note skull that although the picture seems mercilessly real and forged on reason, 

and centred on mathematically-based formula ·with its many compositional series 

of verticals and horizontals; and although it refers to many cutting edge mathemati

cal theories, and state-of- the-art scientific instruments with all the unequivocal cer

tainty and conviction which mankind believes reason in the form of science and 

mathematics offers, it is only the ghostly spectre of the anamorphoses which is 

arbitrary and accidental and uncertain, revealing the vulnerability of our temporal 

existence and reminding us of the importance of faith. Holbein seems to be telling 

us that there is much more to the ineffable enigma of existence that can be an

swered by reason, science and mathematics alone; faith is needed to comprehend 

the transcendentalism of existence. This makes Ambassado,:r an appropriate paint

ing to conclude adult student's examination on faith and reason through Renais

sance art. 

So \vhy did Holbein disguise the skull ? Maybe he is saying that to study reason, 

science and mathematics is not vain at all but in fact they can answer many of life's 

problems as long as one does not forget that truth can also be found through faith. 

(Ilagen, 1995) . 

Conclusion: 

Might philosophy and religion be used as a vehicle for better art history 

teaching and learning? 

Chapter rhree began by analysing some aspects of the Church preceding and during 

the Renaissance paying particular attention to why and how it mediated faith and 

reason. Investigated also were the concepts of humanism and Neoplatonism and 

bow they amalgamated faith and reason, and the influences they had on the art of 

the period. Alberti's theories on art and architecture were considered to show how 

they influenced the rational mind-set which occurred during the Renaissance. These 

criteria were then assimilated in Chapter four and their influences on faith and rea

son in Renaissance art analysed. 

It was also worthwhile for adults to study the art of the Renaissance in context 

with Greek and Middle Age's art in Chapter Two, and analyse it against a backdrop 

of faith and reason because so many of the ideas born then resurfaced and were 
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rekindled during the Renaissance and are still with us today forming our own culture 

and society in the civilised world - democracy (a Greek idea), politics, architecture, 

aesthetics, and science are but a few ideas whose repercussions we still feel today. 

(Fleming, 1991) . Through the investigation of Renaissance art adults' minds may 

be expanded as they learn to understand art under the guidelines of, for example, 

subject, technique, symbolism, space and light and historical style. In this way not 

only the objective ideas (surface details) but also subjective ideas (deep meanings 

of the surface details) can be penetrated facilitating understanding and development 

of cognitive perception. 

Adults will have seen many of the art works studied in this thesis but often in 

different contexts, perhaps on greetings cards, or in advertisements, but they may 

not have had the opportunity to study them in detail in their original contexts. :t--fany 

adults haYe been taught to look but they do not necessarily see with understanding, 

in a similar way to people often hear but do not listen. Looking requires students to 

merely open their eyes; seeing requires the opening of the mind and using intellect 

to augment learning and understanding. Studying Renaissance art works takes the 

viewer on a journey back into time where ideas from a bygone age can be shared. 

J Iowe,Ter, as with any journey, a guide can facilitate the understanding of the 

experience. The purpose of the next part of this thesis is to demonstrate effective 

means to guide an adult through the experience of learning about faith and reason 

in Renaissance art works. (Cumming, 1995). 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

HOW CAN PHILOSOPHY AND RELIGION BE 
USED AS A VEHICLE FOR BETTER ART HISTORY 
TEACHING AND LEARNING? 

How can I teach ab o ut philosophy and relig ion in selected 

Renaissance art works? 

E ffective approaches to teach and learn abo ut philosophy and relig ion 

Introduction 

This chapter's aim is to answer the questi on central to this thesis: Might philosophy 

and religion be used as a vehicle for better art history teaching and learning? To do 

this a fo cus on effective methods of teaching adults about faith and reason explored 

through Renaissance art and an enquiry into learning and adult learners is necessary. 

Teaching and learning are linked, to learn about one the other is needed as support, 

as E ble (1998) correctly m aintains: "To teach is to make assumptions abou t how 

students learn. To teach well means learning about students ' learn ing. One learns by 

teaching. One cannot teach except by constantly learning. Changing students' un

ders tanding of the subject matter is the answer to improving their learning". (Eble, 

1998, p.9) . The foll owing three issues will be addressed in this chapter. 

- Which adult learners are interested in learning about faith and reason in 

Renaissance art works? 

- Which methods are appropria te for stimulating learning in this audience? 

- How would I teach faith and reason in Renaissance art now that I have 

learnt about alternative methods in adult education? 
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The purpose of this chapter, therefore, is to uncover effective methods of teaching 

adults and investigate adult learning in general, and reflect my findings to my own 

teaching practice. 

From my own experiences in teaching adults about faith and reason in Renais

sance art the captive audience is wide, ranging from professional academics to non

specialist, therefore, feasible methods of teaching drawn from recent research to 

suit this diversity is imperative. \'v'ithin the vast field o f Art History which covers 

philosophy, politics, history, social aspects and of course Art itself there are inter

esting th eories and strategies written about by academic teach ers on how best to 

teach such a wide topic o f knowledge. From my own experiences teaching the topic 

I have noticed that too much content is often a barrier to learning itself, therefore, it 

is important to use the information in this chapter to educate other Art History 

teachers, guiding them around the pitfalls and highlighting positive aspects. 

Befo re embarking on the most appropriate means to teach this topic a definition 

of learning, understanding and teaching is ap t. Ram sden (1992) defines learning as 

changing the ways adults understand, experience or conceptualise the world around 

them. Undn:rla11di11g he says is the way students apprehend an d discern phenomena. 

And finally, Ramsden says teaching is to make student learning p ossible and alter the 

student's understanding. 

Biggs (1999) m aintains that: " teaching is an intervention that is m eant to en

courage learning". (Biggs, 1999, p. 145). And that th e end result should be: "so 

students think, decide and act in th e real world" (Biggs, 1999, p.151) . Ramsden 

(1992 p. 5) says that "the aim of good teaching is simple, it is to make student 

learning possible". 

"The goal of m ost teachers would be that their students understand what they 

teach them. U nderstanding changes students' perceptions of the world and that 

sector of the world is now brought under their control". (Biggs, 1999, p.33). Teach

ing, learning and understanding are therefore, linked, so it is important that a teacher 

o f adults knows about the correlations between them if he / she wants to be an 

effective teacher. 

Adults throughout the civilised world seek knowledge to gain wisdom and this 

thesis' complex topic on faith and reason in Renaissance art provides many avenues 

and links to other areas which can then be explored in more depth . Much material 
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evidence of what is left of ancient Greece, the 1'vfiddle Ages and the Renaissance is 

in the form of complicated documents written in Latin or Greek, and therefore 

open to interpretation by only the most erudite sch olar versed in these languages, 

bur closed to the :werage adult student today. Art works, on the other hand, have 

the capacity to reveal the past's secrets as they are easier to read once adults have 

been taught to interpret visual iconography. Further, art bypasses boundaries of 

race, education and class. That great Victo rian 'dictator of the arts', Ruskin , spoke 

about this in his guotes in the introduction to this thesis. 

Art education pro,·ides adults the opporruni ty to probe beneath the surface of 

paintings and sculptures, and they can learn, understand and discover the vital role 

faith and reason have played during the Renaissance, whereby they themselves will 

become more visually literate. Through th e journey of thi s thesis adults can, hope

fully, learn how faith and reason have inspired artists to create some of the g reatest 

works o f art. J\nd by looking, adult students can, hopefully, gain an in sight into how 

faith an d reason have influenced culture since th e beginning of civilization and still 

continue to do so today. Furthermore, this final chapter "vill serve as a useful guide 

to some of the most appropriate methods on how to teach adults using works of 

art. 

This chapter's intention is also to find out whether what Knowles (1998) says about 

adult learn ers is credible. f Te says that adults are self directing and want to maintain 

control over their learning and that they bring with them a wealth of previous 

experi ence to learning and th at they arc intrinsically motivated and have a preference 

to task-centred learning that can be used in their life situations. This is guite a 

generalisation and like all generalisations prone to exceptions. ,\ s T have found out 

during my own teaching practice using this thesis' topic, it has come to light that 

adults are in fact a very diverse group of learners and for this reason are difficult to 

pigeon hole. Further education today is not as culturally or academically selective 

as it tended to be say twenty five years ago, therefore, it needs to be acknowledged 

that, given the opportunity (such as the Adult Community Education Programme I 

am involved with), adult learners can continue learning throughout their lives and 

become part of what is becoming more of the norm today - lifelong learning. 
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Which particular learners might be interested in studying philosophy and 

religion in Renaissance art works? 

.A relevant place to start would be to describe the five diverse fields which I have 

found during my teaching practice, which constitutes a typical adult education au

dience who would be interested in learning about faith and reason in Renaissance 

art: 

Academic Adults with a great deal of education and knowledge. 

Vocational Adults who want to learn to benefit th eir career or occupation. 

Conlinuing: i\dults who are interested in adding to their existing knowledge. 

Personal De11elop111e11t: Learning to satisfy a personal sense of achievement. 

Emancipatory: .Adults wh o see education as a means of freeing themselves from the 

constraints which surround them. 

Although this thesis con tributes to all five fields, 1 have found it is particularly 

suited to Conlinuing and Personal De1•elop111ent. 

Rogers (1996) says adults come to further education courses (such as the one cov

ered in this thesis) to sa tisfy a sense of need, to solve a clearly identified p roblem, or 

simply as an excu se to get out of the house. They may want to learn about Renais

sance art prior to visiting Greece and Italy for a h oliday; or acquire a particular skill , 

or knowledge, to further their career; or to seek reassurance of their own abili ty. 

Adults come to learn about fa ith and reason in Renaissance art because th ey want 

to achieve a particular piece o f learning related to their present pattern in life, they 

th erefore come for social and / o r personal reasons. (Rogers, 1996). 

Houle (1961) identifies three groups who may be interested in learning about faith 

and reason in Renaissance art in his classic The Inqui,ing Mind (1961): 

1. G oal orientated learners who wish to achieve an external objective like 

a degree, certificate or promotion. Their objective is often separate from 

the learning process. 

2. Activity orientated students have personal objectives, to socialise. They 

search for satisfaction in the course itself. 
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3. Learning orientated learners who seek knowledge for its own sake, who 

pursue the subject out of interest. 

I have found the implications for a teacher of adults in identifying these three di

verse groups and adapting the teaching strategies accordingly are immense. Does 

the teacher concentrate on the individual groups or teach the whole as one? 

From my own experience in teaching this thesis' topic adult learners typically come 

from a forty-year-old age group or more. The reason for this is explained by Rogers 

(1996) who claims that after the first period of school and technical training an 

adult is pitchforked into practical life - finding and holding a job after marriage and 

founding a home on small resources. As the adult approaches a more responsible 

job, education should broaden his / her ideas. Once this broadening process has 

started, it may well lead on into history, literature and art. If Rogers' generalisation 

of the typical adult learner is what teachers can expect attending their lessons then 

there will be a great diversity of male and female learners wanting to learn about 

faith and reason in Renaissance art . The topic fits with what Rogers' defines as: 

(leading) into historv, literature and art . 

Further compounding the diversity amongst adult learners is the sheer amount 

who go on to study further education today in comparison to a couple decades ago. 

Twenty years ago 15°/o of school leavers went on to further education, no\v more 

than 40% attend, which has had unprecedented implications to the diversity of 

adults one teaches mentions, Biggs (1999). Adding to this is the fact that many 

adults arc using their attendance to a class as a stepping stone to further their ad

vancement in their careers (Vocational interest) - they don't necessarily want to be 

there for the reasons a committed teacher appreciates. This has been a dilemma for 

specialist teachers in a field such as Art History as they have had to adapt and 

change their methods to reach a wider audience, now consisting of erudite scholars 

and perhaps unmotivated individuals with not as much initiative. 

No longer, therefore, can an Art History teacher stand at the rostrum for hour 

after hour and expect to motivate the audience with lectures, as the focus is now to 

aim at multi-ability levels and since lecturing leads to higher levels of thinking for 

spontaneous, academic students but not for the majority it is no longer a viable 
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method to rely on. (Biggs, 1999). From my own experience such problems can be 

addressed by analysing faith and reason in Renaissance art. The subject's rich visual 

diversity is an indispensable source of motivation which can be used to attract the 

audience's attention and maintain it. 

I\nother important consideration to take into account is the amount of female 

compared to male adult learners who frequent my Community Education classes. In 

most cases during the past three years of my practice, the ratio of female to male 

has been around 3:1. Adult women learners are a field which has commanded much 

research recently. Stereotypes for women learners abound: "collaborative" is one 

term used to describe them. In science women use skill s, resources, and forms of 

interaction that are different than those used by men say Flannery and Hayes (2001). 

But in fact women do not want to be treated differently from men; by labelling men 

as masculine with roles to play in the military, or sports and women as feminine with 

cultures in fashion or primary schools is doing equality of the sexes a grave injus

tice. (Harding, 1996). 

\v'omen have different opportunities to learn than men, different learning experi

ences, and different approaches to learning say Flannery and Hayes (2001), but, 

they continue, this does not mean that women are inferior to men nor superior in 

their capacity to learn . In the past, for example, it was a \\~dcly h eld assumption that 

women learned differently to men and conventional syllabuses were prejudiced to

wards favouring male learners. \"v'hen teaching this thesis T have found women adult 

learners have a special place. The very nature of I\rt History's field provides count

less references which arc ideal to di scuss women's role in past and present society 

making this topic relevant today. Often in Renaissance art women have rendered in 

pictures as fallen women (Mary Magdeline) or goddesses (Botticelli's Birth of Venm) 

and very little in between (there is not a single woman in Raphael's School of A thens). 

Often they were included for one purpose, as an object for mans' desire. (Smith, 

1992). When one looks at contemporary art one notices how much has changed. 

Now women compete and contribute to the arts on a more equal basis to men as 

they do in most aspects in society. In this respect Art History is an excellent vehicle 

through which to explore women's changing position in society. 

The diversity of adult students a teacher of Art History can expect to encounter 

in a typical class is further impacted by race, ethnic and cultural differences. Like 
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art, further education mirro.rs society, rep.resenting its values. E ducation was, at the 

turn of the last century thought to be a u tilitarian ideal which would unite the 

population in equali ty, epitomising Rousseau's " the greatest happiness for the great

est number" leading ro an egal itarian society. But this naive optimism has failed to 

become reality due to barrie.rs of race, class, gender, ethnicity, disability and sexual 

orientation says Johnson-Bailey (2002). Art History teachers must look for the most 

effective way to teach amidst such diversity. 

What are the most effective approaches to teach philosophy and religion in 

art history as examined in the Renaissance? 

In the past adult education played a secondary role to the compulsory education of 

chiJdren (pedagogy) but, as Hodgson and Kambouri (1999) po int out, this has now 

changed; free education for all, they maintain, underpins democracy but it has come 

to mos t governments' notice that due to the pace of economic change a secondary 

education is by no mean s adequate to sustain an adult into the twenty first century. 

Crucial to most goYernments, therefore, is to implement and suppor t lifelong learn

ing. Teaching students to en joy learning is more important than teaching them spe

ci fi c knowledge, advocates Clax ton (2003). Claxton says that to address the com

plexities of the modern age, schools need to equip students with the necessary li fe 

sk ill s of res ilience, resourcefulness, reflectiveness, and relationship building. Those 

in turn would encourage a li felong love of learn ing. Claxton 's point is a relevant one 

because since we do not know what knowledge will be required in the future, it is 

senseless to try and teach it. More important is teaching students to enjoy learning. 

Claxton (2003) adds th at innovation, team and relationship building, and critical 

thinking arc imperative to encourage and prepare students for lifelong learning. 

This thesis' main emphasis on exploring through art, faith and reason in the Ren

aissance, makes an excellent case to support Claxton's claim that teaching (adult) 

students to enj oy learning is more important than teaching them specific knowledge 

because research has concluded that learning through looking and listening is so 

much mo.re successful than through listening alone. "] hear a11d I forget, I see and I 

remember, I do a11d I understand" says an of ten quoted anonymous Chinese proverb. 

Biggs (1999) claims that 10% is learned when reading, 20% from hearing, 30% 

from seeing, 50% from seeing and hearing, 70% from talking it over with others, 
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80% from using and doing in a real life situation, ample evidence to support the 

relevance of teaching with supporting art works from the Renaissance to an adult 

audience. 

To find the most appropriate methods to teach this unit it is advisable to find out 

how adults learn. 

Hodgson and Kambouri (1999) say how adults learn is dependent on how one de

fines and measures learning. An expert v.,i.ll, for example, perform better in the field 

of his expertise compared to a novice but the same novice could out-preform the 

expert in a field new to them both. There are three factors which influence the way 

an adult learns say Hodgson and Kambouri (1999): their personal characteristics, 

the context within which they find themselves, and their motivation for learning. 

All three are directly linked to the adult's life experiences. 

The essential differences in the way children and adults learn as Merriam and 

Caffarella (1999) point out is adults are learners who are more self-directed than 

teacher directed. Hodgson and Kambouri (1999) acknowledge that adults' exten

sive life experiences, differences in backgrounds and education, and their age, influ

ence their ways of learning. There is likely, therefore, to be enormous diversity in 

intelligence, competence, motivation within a single adult class. 

Confirming what Knowles (1998) maintained (p. 112) is Rogers (1996) who says 

that since adults are self directing and educate themselves on a voluntary basis, and 

since they are not dependant on their teacher to the same extent as children and 

they essentially want to be in control o f their lives, a teacher should try nor to treat 

an adult as a child as it could lead to major blocks in learning. All aspects of teach

ing Art History to an adult should therefore reflect this self directing attitude. Ironi

cally though, and this is a situation I have encountered frequently within the expe

rience of my own teaching practice of this thesis' topic, some adults do expect to be 

'taught' in the same way that they were taught at school. But Rogers (1996) says it 

is advisable to discourage this, as once again it will hinder learning and these pas

sive learners will rebel against their teachers when the time is right. 

The pedagogical model which almost every institution followed until fairly re

cently was based on medieval models from the seventh and twelfth centuries and 

nineteenth century English public schools, and adult education followed the same 
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model with adults being taught as if they were children. They were told about what 

they had to learn, how to learn it, when to learn, a teacher driven model where the 

learner only needed to know that he or she must learn in order to be promoted. 

Teachers using this outdated model didn't seem to care for self directed study and 

experience in learning. (Knowles, 1998). 

Part of the problem seems to have been in defining when a child reaches adult

hood. There are many differing definitions but the critical one for teaching adults is 

the psychological definition which is when a child becomes individually responsible 

for his / her own life. Once this was understood a special model for teaching adults 

called the andragogical model was invented for adult education, separate from the 

pedagogical model for children. The main difference between the two is that peda

gogical teachers in sist that the learners remain dependent on the teacher. On the 

other hand, the andragog teacher will do everything possible to help the learners 

cake increasing responsibility for their own learning says Knowles (1998). This finds 

an interesting parallel in Renaissance humanism where individual moral responsi

bility was highlighted against a collective respon sibility prevalent in Medieval feu

dal Europe says Johnson (1992) 

Also necessary to take into account when investigating the most appropriate 

methods of teaching adults is the fact they do not undergo major age-related changes 

within a few years like children do. Adults change with experience, therefore, teach

ing methods have to be designed to accommodate this fact. (Rogers, 1996). Experi

ence seems to be the key to adult learning. "The resource of highest value in adult 

education is the learner's experience." Knowles maintains (l 990, p. 44) and contin

ues: (adults) "accumulate an increasing reservoir of experience that becomes an 

increasingly rich resource for learning." Learning from experience is a cyclic affair as 

it reguires the student to make connections between present learning experiences 

with past ones and ones in the future which is why Art History suits this purpose so 

well. If we once again turn to Ruskin's guote in the introduction it is fair to say that 

everyone has some experience in art as it is bound in the social fabric of all cultures. 

For children, experience is something that happens to them. For adults experi

ence determines who they are says Rogers (1996). Horn and Cattell (1968) investi

gated the differences between 'fluid' intelligence of our natural genetic make-up 

which deteriorates with age and 'crystalised' intelligence which is linked with expe-
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rience and ability and which increases with age, which leaves the adult balanced in 

intelligence throughout life. But when all is said and done there is no single theory 

on adult learning as there are too many variables which make up each learner's 

psyche. Pra[t (1998) concludes " .... there is no single, universal, perspective on teach

ing adults". (p.11). 

Knowles (1998) maintains adults are self-directed learners who want to control 

their learning, who define their own learning experiences, diagnose their own needs, 

locate their own resources and evaluate their learning. But the extent of the learn

ers' control is governed by their personal characteristics of organisation, processing 

in formation, making judgements. In order to teach adults successfuUy we should, 

therefore, take Brookfield's (1986) advice and take " .... . more time to fmd out the 

conditions under which each person can learn best". QJp.9-11). 

Pratt (1998, p. 11) is helpful in this and gives five perspectives on teaching adults: 

1) transmission - effective delivery of content. 

2) apprenticeship - modelling ways of being. 

J) developmental - cultivating ways of thinking. 

4) nurturing - facilitating self efficacy. 

5) social reform - seeking a better society. 

Ramsden's (1992) formula for success ful teaching and therefore good learning is: 

Aims of the curriculum 

Methods of transmitting knowledge 

Assessment of students 

Evaluation of teaching procedures 

Broad range of teaching skills 

Prime goals = student learning 

Listen to and learn from students 

Constantly evaluate own performance 

In an area like Art History which has rich appeal to a diversity of learners from 

different backgrounds like science, history, sociology, philosophy, psychology, the 

problem of how to teach is compounded. Add to this the reasons for adults' partici

pation in further education, the wider sociopolitical and economic context within 
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which education and learning takes place, as well as the physical and social environ

ment and one sees how broad the context actually is. (Pratt et al. , 1998). 

What makes studying faith and reason explored through Renaissance art so com

pelling a field for adult education is that looking at works o f art is similar to reading 

in that both are an abstract way of interpreting the world, the adult learner looks at 

the iconography (images) as symbols and converts them into abstract thought in a 

similar way th at he or she looks at words (after all words are themselves related to 

pictorial symbols). "Making sense o f abstracting meaning. Relating parts of the 

subject matter to each other and to the real world" is how Ram sden (1992, p.20) 

identifies adult learn ing. T h ave found through my teaching practice analys ing faith 

and reason in Renaissance art this occurs consistently. " In terpreting and understanding 

reality in a different way. Comprehending the world by reinterpreting knowledge" 

continues Ramsden (1992, p.26) adding more support to Ar t History's capacity to 

educate and in spire adults. Other definitions which add to the worth of learning by 

looking at art \"vorks from the Renaissance and analysing faith and reason are of

fered by Ram sden ( 1992) who says it is: "a conception o f an aspec t of subject 

matter. .. . a sort of relation between a person and a phenomena." (Ramsden, 1995, 

p.40). '~-\ change in one's perceptions and conceptions - a change in one's under

standing of something" . (Ramsden, 1992 p.l 10). "Education is about changes in 

students' thinking and knowledge" continues Ramsden (1992, p.131 ). 

Tn chis con text Art [ Iiscory education can be regarded as a humanising fo rce, 

bringing people together: "On the one hand education is about understanding, think

ing, challenging, enquiring, questioning, decision-making, participation , personal 

growth, liberation, creativity, acl1uiring democra tic ideals, becoming social and co

operative; at the same time, it is about conformity, getting a job, gathering informa

tion, being regulated, obedient, becoming competitive ... " (Rata , 2001, p. 157). 

Dahlgren (1984) acknowledges that adult students attach most importance to 

the acquisition of skills, values and attitudes but problem solving, logical thinking, 

information ga thering, self confidence, independence are also high on their li st. 

Studying Art History during the Renaissance covers most of these factors. 

Let us look into this a little further by discussing the two types of learning identified 

by Biggs (1999) and see their compatibility with teaching faith and reason using art 
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works from the Renaissance: 

Shallow or Smface Learning 

There is a well known anonymous ancient saying: "The grea test fool may ask more 

than the wises t n1an can answer" . 

Surface or shallow learning exemplifies the fool. It is about memorising isolated 

facts which are treated independently from one another without links or connec

tions. There is little m eaning or structure and learning becomes a bore ceasing to be 

enjoyable, p romoting negative feelings, anxiety, cynicism and boredom. This for m 

of learning is encouraged by the teacher using lists, shor t an swer tes ts and multiple 

choice answers. It emphasises quanti ty and not quality. Students are good at learn

ing factual in fo rmation but forget how to apply it, they are unable to tie things 

together. (Ramsden, 1997). 

J\ surface approach encourages the teacher to know the content of the subj ect 

no t the students and their differences. The teacher sorts the good from the bad by 

assessment, and learning becomes a matter of "correc t" or "not correct" which is 

then converted into a percentage. The students li sten to the expert then report back 

their learning. fost emphasis by the teach er is channelled to crowd control: estab

lishing eye contact, signals for silence, the clarity and projection of voice, things 

which do not necessarily facilitate good teaching. It is teacher not student driven 

and the teacher maintains incredible control. Surface teaching blames the student 

for failure. (Ramsden, 1997) . 

In teaching this thesis to adult learners I placed the emphasis on what the stu

dent does, ensuring that teaching supports learning. Questioning and presenting 

problems, using adults' experiences, and instilling curiosity awe and wonder is an 

appropriate strategy which comes naturally when analysing Renaissance art works 

bypassing surface approaches and integrating deep learning. Ultimately, I strove to 

involve the students and address their apprehensions. 

Deep Learning 

Deep learning is very important for teaching this thesis' topic. Imperative for an 

adult students' understanding of the effects faith and reason had on Renaissance art 

is a focus on the underlying meanings, the main ideas and themes behind art works 
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which is why adult students were required to look back to ancient Greece and the 

Middle .:\ges and analyse their acquiescence to faith and reason before studying the 

thesis main area o n the Renaissance. Deep learning in this highly structured thesis' 

field requires a strong knowledge base b y both teacher and student, only th en "v.--ill 

adult learners have the ability to apply concepts, master relevant details, and relate 

their learned evidence to conclusions. Once this h as been achieved students will 

also have the capability to integrate their knowledge and apply their newly learned 

ideas to new si tuations. To encourage deep learning th e contextual background of 

the topic needs addressing because it sh ould not be taken for granted the students 

already know the material. For a clarity of understanding adult students are encour

aged to concentrate on the structure of the topic, not independent facts, which 

creates a positive working atmosphere. The students learn from their mistakes, take 

risks and acknowledge that failure leads to success. This requires a depth of learn

ing not breadth of coverage and all components of the topic need to align and 

balance. (Ramsden, 1997). 

Ram sden (1992) provides the fo llowing list as a means of comparing the ben

efits offered by deep learning as opposed to surface learning. 

Deep 

Un derstanding subject 

Applying concepts 

Mas tery of relevant detail 

Relating eviden ce to conclusions 

High structure 

Strong knowledge base 

Apply ideas to new situations 

Integrate knowledge 

Clearly sta ted expectations 

Responsible decision making 

(Ramsden, 1992, p.60-61 ). 

Surface 

Quantitative not quality 

Lists unrelated, unstructured 

Disparate knowledge 

Recapitulation of lectures 

Narration in essays 

Aimless accumulation of knowledge 

Nothing to do with wisdom 

Pass the exam replaces unders tanding 

Paralysis of thought 

Learned but soon forgotten 

Not student's interpretation of reality 

The teacher needs to be aware that both surface and deep approaches vary accord-
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ing to the task at hand and the subject areas, and there is often a need to call on 

surface approaches in learning but each method should be appropriate to the task at 

hand. 

Studying faith and reason in Renaissance art encourages deep learning approaches, 

because it helps adult students to change the way they understand the world around 

them. "i\dults make sense of their learning only when they see the relevance the 

content's meaning has to the real world", says Ramsden (1 992, p.75). The fact faith 

and reason arc still very relevant today in a number of ways, for exampl e, in the 

form of science and religion, or the differences between capitalism and Islam, sup

ports Ramsdcn's claim. Students can learn about faith and reason during the Renais

sance and then ponder on their place in their (the students') world today. To do this 

efficiently the teacher needs to help adults make sense of their learning through 

encouraging deep learning by using a range of explanatory skill s, interacting, be

coming inYolved by generating commitment and interest. Teachers need to respect 

the students and offer individual guidance and above all create a climate of trust 

and seek a balance b etween structure and freedom. And conscientiou s, frequent 

and extensive evaluation is vital concludes Ramsden (1992, p.75) . 

Going back to p. 11 0 and analysing the quote: "Changing students' understand

ing of the subject matter is the answer to improving their learning" (Eble, 1998) 

raises the question: \v11at changes in understanding do Arc History teachers want co 

sec in students? To answer this question teachers need to ask what will the students 

be able to do after learn ing about faith and reason explored through Renaissance art 

that they couldn't before? Aims and Objectives are crucial if teachers are to reflect 

on their teaching and thus improve s tudent learning . 

./lims are defined by Ramsden (1992) as key elements of competence a student 

should acquire during the course, and general statements of educational intent, 

seen from the student's point of view. These could include acquiring appropriate 

skills; developing ability to pose purposeful questions and answer them imagina

tively; develop the capacity to think creatively and independently. 

Objectives are defined by Ramsden (1992) as concepts a student will have under-
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stood after completing the course, and specific and concrete examples on what the 

student is expected to learn. These could include the ability to: Recognise; explain; 

appreciate; understand; and comprehend. (Ramsden, 1992). 

Faith and reason explored through Renai ssance art is a specially des igned adult 

education topic which fulfils Ramsden's (1992) criteria of relevant aims and objec

tives and formula for successful teaching and therefore good learning. The tradi

tional means of meeting Ramsden's aims and objectives in Art History has been 

through a lecture but this method of transmission, as an effective delivery o f con

tent, has come under close scrutiny recently. 

The A rt History Lecture 

No wonder lecturing features as the favoured meth od of tran smitting knowledge 

because it accommodates large numbers of students an d as budgets are constrained 

it is definitely economical for large class teaching. But, Biggs (1999) explains, it is 

about teaching informatio n an d therefore n ot practical for deep learning, there is 

very little problem-solving, creativity or decision making involved on th e students' 

part. Moreover, human concentration is limited at the best of times and lecturing 

requires high levels o f concentrated effort and the concentration span of the aver

age student is only 5-10 minutes mentions Biggs (1999) . Lecturing is, however, 

better than a text book if teachers are on the cutting-edge of their subj ect, because 

text books are soon out of date. 

Biggs (1999) says that to use the lecture effectively requires a huge amount of 

preparation and prodigious oratory talent and eloquence. From experience ga ined 

during my own teaching practice using faith and reason explored through Renais

sance art J have found that if one is prepared to dedicate time in planning the 

lecture, it is a successful means of transmission. My own secret to success is to limit 

the duration of the lecture to 5-10 minutes as "a brief period of consolidation 

greatly enhances retention"; (Biggs, 1999, p.100), and explain the purpose of the 

lecture and its structure well in advance to the audience. I maintain eye contact, 

clarity of voice and focus on the students. I use clear visual aids, notes and hand

outs (experience has taught me to give these at the start or end, not the middle of 

the lesson to avoid distracting the students), and I tape the lecture for the students 

to access later on which also allows me to constantly evaluate my own perform-
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ance. 

I have found it helpful to personalise the class, so I walk up and down and make 

myself accessible. I refer to the students by name and arrive early so that I can talk 

to them informally. Above all I use a sense of humour. I always remind myself that 

to the lecturer's one task of delivering the session, the student has two: to listen and 

to write so T move ahead slowly and pause for consol idation. Last but not least Task 

questions and get the audience involved by reflecting on the issues. (Biggs, 1999). 

"Becoming skilled at teaching requires the ability to deploy a complex theory 

of teaching in different contexts relevant to the teaching and learning of the subject 

matter" says Ramsden (1992 p.110). Listed above are some of the key techniques I 

have learned through experience for stimulating learning while teaching this thesis 

to an adult audience. Learning and practising these methods have made me an ef

fective adult educator through my role as an innovative Art History teacher and the 

experience has transformed my teaching. I want to demonstrate, for collegial pur

poses, how these methods have augmented successful teaching and learning to adult 

students. 

How would I teach philosophy and religion in Renaissance art now that I 

have learnt about alternative methods in education? 

r\ ,·ital question encountered during my teaching adults this topic which remains to 

be answered conclusively is: \v'hat is good teaching and how can it be recognised 

and rewardcd;i Any teacher will know that there is no right and wrong way of teach

ing but there will always be one method which is better than others. My own key to 

success is 'flexibility', to acquire the skill to be able to select the most appropriate 

method for the task and apply it to the type of students one has to teach. Following 

on from this research into appropriate methods on how to teach about faith and 

reason in Renaissance art I have brought together some relevant ideas from Pratt 

(1979), Ramsden (1992) and Entwistle (2000) about teaching and learning to en

able adult students' a better understanding of what they learn: 

My own key to successful teaching comes from: 

1) Clear goals and realistic aims and objectives. 
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2) Adequate preparation and an understanding of the field: 'Faith and Rea

son in Renaissance Art' coupled with necessary skills and adequate re

sources - digital images, data projector and white board for example. 

3) Appropriate methods and their modification to suit the purpose and chang-

111g circumstances. 

4) Effective presentation with a suitable style, organisation, communication, 

clear, concise and succinct. 

5) Reflective critique where evaluation aids future work. 

6) Feedback and evaluation of one's own teaching and of students' work. 

7) Transmission is well planned with a specific definition of content. Learn

ing as a means of converting information into knowledge - teacher centred 

and content driven. Learning as a development of understanding - student 

centred and learning driven. 

Biggs (1999) questions the emphasis placed on motivation as in today's enY1ron

ment motivation is not a prerequisite but a product of good teaching. I\'fy aim is to 

motinte through the ability to express and inspire and to do this I need to be flex

ible in my approach to teaching. By being informal, I aim to stimulate indi,·iduali m. 

Teaching is a democratic process and as Brookfield (1995) suggests: teach to 

change the world, teach people to be civil toward each other and toward the envi

ronment, and to ha,·e compassion and understanding, love, fairness and justice. 

"No one can be certain that teaching will cause students to learn" and "Excel

lence in teaching cannot guarantee that students will understand", (Ramsden, 1992, 

p.80) emphasising that teachers above all need to be flexible in their approach. 

My own key to successful teaching and learning comes from: 

1) Interest and explanation - I create interest to make learning pleasurable 

and to create ownership on the students' behalf which makes them want 

to work hard. I acknowledge complex topics need clear explanations so I uti 

lise visual coupled with verbal stimulation because the two facilitate interest 

as explained previously. 
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2) I always try to show concern, generosity, honesty, modesty, interest, and 

respect for students as this makes them feel secure. 

3) Experience has taught me that versatility, improvisation and enjoyment of 

the unpredictable are the best assets a teacher possesses . 

4) Freedom and discipline are ambivalences that underpin teaching and I have 

tried to find a balance. 

5) I always endeavour to provide clear goals and stimulate intellectual chal

lenge because experience has taught me that high academic expectations 

are associated with high levels of teaching performance. 

6) Students will learn best in their own way, no students think or learn 

in the same way - all need individual treatment. 1, therefore, aim to arouse 

the imagination through active engagement and imaginative enquiry, for 

example, problem solving and cooperative learning. Correct learning tasks 

should always be se t to the appropriate level of the students' current un

ders randing. 

7) I learn from students, and never take it for granted that my teaching is 

having an effect. I realise that all teaching is problematic, uncertain and 

relative, therefore, T talk to students about their learning. 

8) Through teaching this topic I acknowledge that the greatest barrier to un

derstanding is too much detail and complexity. 

9) I am aware of (Biggs, 1999, p.73) three levels of student understanding 

and plan my teaching accordingly: 

i) Hypothesise, theorise, generalise, reflect, generate, conceptualise. 

ii) Apply, integrate, analyse, explain. Fact, theory, action and purpose. 

iii) Classify, describe, list, memorise, identify, recognise. 
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9) I use che lecture but am careful co talk well, link ideas, and retain freshness 

and spontaneity, and improvise. Only then will I will inspire high levels of 

learning. T prepare my lectures because chis method of transmission re

quires an extensive knowledge base, and experience. 

The above strategics of teaching have been gleaned from teaching chis thesis' topic 

to an adult audience at the tviiniscry of Education Adult Education Programme ac 

Havelock North High School and the experience has enabled me co answer the 

statement presented at chc outset of this chapter; "[ low can philosophy and reli

gion be used as a vehicle for better art history teaching and learning?" Teaching this 

thesis' topic has ensured I learn about student learning and I have learned a great 

deal about teaching adults and above all T now acknowledge that T cannot teach 

without constancly learning. 

Conclusion 

In conclusion I address the opening statement of this chapter made by Knowles 

(1998) . As a reflection of teaching about faith and reason in Renaissance arr this 

statement is general and rather vague. ,-\! though many adults are self directing, many 

arc nol and many arc in capable of structuring thei r learning, they need assistance. r\ 

few will be in trinsically motiYatcd but many wi ll be extrinsically mo tivated seeing 

the education they are engaging in as a meal ticket to a reward such as promotion in 

a job, after all this is, as Rata (2001 ) says, a knowledge economy. 1\dult experience 

is an advan cage in teaching, a privilege, and teachers can use the learner's experi

ence to enrich and make relevant to them their lessons. But an adults experience 

should be gucstio ned and not taken for granted. 

As a reflection of my own teaching practice I have devised the above nine points 

resulting from this research and will conclude with the following: Good teaching is 

not about what is taught but how it is taught, not teacher led but student centred, 

where the teacher is regarded as not the expert but a fellow learner. It is not about 

competition and working alone but cooperative learning in groups; active and gen

erative teaching as opposed to a passive recounting of facts, it is about the teacher 

being spontaneous and flexible avoiding a programmed, sterile performance, where 

mistakes can be made as they can be learnt from and where the student's personal 
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experience is the basis for creative and inspirational work. 

This thesis presents a unique approach to teaching adults about art history and 

many new ideas T have learned in the course of this research and teaching practice 

can be successfully implemented into a teaching programme, enriching the learning 

experience. Using philosophy and religion as a vehicle for better art history teaching 

and learning encourages resource based and active learning where self directed study 

is also encouraged. The theme acknowledges social, cultural and his torical contexts 

and encourages learning about perception and expression, about formulating opin

ions and conceptual ideas and aboYe all fostering in the adult learner a sense of 

wonder and curiosity about contemporary and past times. In these ways the thesis' 

theme stimulates successful teaching with the means of changing students' ideas 

and understanding, and their perceptions of the world. Through it students can 

realise that the acquisition of knowledge is not as important as how they use it - an 

occurrence termed conceptual change by Biggs (1999). 

Ry u:,;ing this theses' topic: "philosophy and religion as a vehicle for better art 

history teaching and learning," an adult student's scope in life outside the classroom 

may increase and lifelong learning might be encouraged; it should potentially pro

mote the students' awareness of aesthetics in the every day environment and above 

all could change their understanding of the connections between art, religion and 

philosophy. Tts aim is to draw the students' awareness to intrinsic motiYation and 

not only extrinsic patterns, and take into account race, class and cultural issues. 

Considering the evidence p resented, the thesis theme: Faith and Reason explored 

through Renaissance 1\rt, is a worthwhile discussion in adult education and one 

which holds the potential to make an effective adult educator. 
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